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INTRODUCTION

The goal of the ETC Computer-based Conferencing Project for
the peat two years has been to explore the potential of
computer-mediated communication to support teachers in collegial
exchange about their subject and practice, and to develop
recommendations for future applications and management of such
conferences.

Asynchronous computer-based conferencing has several unique
characteristics as a medium: participants can read and write
messages at whatever time is convenient for them, messages are
availat...Le almost instantaneously even over long distances, and
messages can be sent to groups as well as to individuals. For
over a decade, operating on mainframe computers, the medium has
proved useful to support a sense of professional community in
geographically dispersed groups in business and academia. It was
therefore natural for ETC to consider, when planning it's agenda
for New Technologies Research in 1984, whether computer-based
conferencing could also provide teachers with a sense of
professional communit, and an opportunity for collegial
exchange. The isolation of science teachers in particular, from
ongoing developments in both science and science teaching, and
from their peers, was reported to be an acute problem and was one
we wished to address (American Association for the Advancement of
Science, 1982; National Science Foundation, 1985).

Our initial concept of "collegial exchange" had two aspects:
"information sharing" and "discussion". By the latter, we meant
interpreted or personalized information presented in a context of
social interaction. For example, we hoped that a teacher might
describe not only the contents of a lesson or text, but the
nature of his or her experiences using it. If discussion
developed, perhaps conferencing could prove to be a new vehicle
for staff development -- a means to revitalize, rather than
merely to inform teachers' practice, through dialogue with other
teachers and scientists.

In 1985 when the project began, and since then, the
opportunity for teachers to communicate electronically has
increased rapidly as microcomputers and modems have become less
expensive and increasingly available in schools. With the sudden
availability of the hardware, more and more network projects, of
various types, have sprung up. But only recently have reports of
these varied applications become available, and communication
among researchers widespread enough, to allow notions about the
influences on communication in this medium and to develop from a
broad base of research. The two years of the ETC Computer-based
Conferencing project reflect this situation: in the first year we
implemented a single network. In the second year we have
broadened our own experience by trying out an additional,
different kind of network, and by seeking to learn from other
researchers making similar efforts.

6
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The Science Teachers' Eetwork

The Science Teachers' Network was initiated in December 1985
to see how teachers might use a conferencing system that was
designed and managed to facilitate discussion. Our goal was an
electronic "conference" -- an arena for discussion -- as opposed
to an electronic "bulletin board", as message exchange systems
are often described. Because there appeared to be no system
which was both easy to use and designed to facilitate discussion
at the time, ETC designed new conferencing software to do so,
called Common Ground (see Hancock, 1985, pv2vided in Appendix A).
The conference was moderated along lines suggested by previous
experience at the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute
(Feenberg, n.d.) by an experienced staff developer, graduate
student in interactive technology, and four teachers.

The system did prove very easy to use, and participation
rates and teachers' interview responses showed that they found
the Network a valuable source of information and contact with
other teachers. We were also able to learn how teachers
themselves construed the network, and about a number of
influences on participation (Katz, McSwiney & Stroud, 1987).

We were surprised, however, that teachers exchanged messages
mainly about relatively discrete points of information and only
sometimes offered personal views or discussion of more abstract
points. The concepts of network use that teachers spontaneously
offered in interviews revealed an interest in specific
information, as well as "contact" with others, and "sharing
ideas". The study led us to wonder whether reliance on
specificity was a function of the medium itself, of inexperience
with the medium (Kerr & Hiltz, 1982; Kiesler, Siegal & McGuire, w
1984), or of some initial shyness due to teachers' lack of
acquaintanceship with each other.

Understanding the source of teachers' reliance on
specificity had important practical implications, specifically,
implications for choosing applications and knowing how to manage
future networks. If members of a common interest network are
motivated primarily to have access to a large variety of specific
information, a large membership may be needed, and/or experts who
have this information. However, if members want mainly to
discuss information, and will enter into discussion only when
they feel well-acquainted with each other, then a different
management policy may be required, such as a small membership, or
forma of social facilitation on-line or in person. Therefore it
was important to understand the source of members' reliance on
specificity.
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RESEARCH GOALS AND APPROACH

In pursuit of the general goals expressed at the beginning
of this report, the first year of research had led ua to note and
wonder about specifity in message content. To understand this
phenomenon better required ua to look at it from alveral angles,
and in particular, to examine its occurrence in contexts which
the presence of suspected influences on it varied. We therefore
proposed to (1) examine changes in use of the Science Teachers'
Network over time; (2) moniter use of another Common Ground
conference in which members were more acquainted and worked on
some common tasks; (3) analyse examples of discussions among
teachers; (4) survey other networks and reports of networks which
aimed to promote colleagial exchange among teachers. The
analytical steps we took toward these different kinds of data
were as follows: (1) to describe the kinds of exchange in our own
two n *.works; (2) to identify influences on one particular kind
of exchange -- discussion of teaching practice; and (3) drawing
upon these findings, and information about other similar
networks, to develop recommendations about choice and design of
future applications of computer-based conferences for teachers.

An opportunity to moniter a network which contrasted with
the Science Teachers' Network in members' acquantaintanceship and
commonality of activity was available at ETC in the new
Laboratory Sites Network. The Laboratory Sites Project was
established in 1986 to study the proceas of implementation of
several ETC teaching innovations being carried out in five
schools. A network was set up in order for teachers from the
separate schools who were working on the same teaching
intervention to share experiences with each other. The teachers
also had on-site support through visits with a veteran teacher
(one with prior experience with the new materials), and held
group meetings about once a month. In addition, two large
meetings of the entire project were held. Thus teachers had much
more in-person contact that members of the Science Teachers'
Network, and also pursued an activity in common.

METHODS

The investigation thus required operation of two networks --
the continuing Science Teachers' Network, and the new Laboratory
Sites Network -- and means to examine the goals and nature of
interactions between participants in each. To do this we
developed descriptions of Ca) each network's social atructure and
hiatory Cincluding membership, nature of contacts between
members); (b) the technical/logistical features of each network
such es members' technical skills and ease of access to
equipment; (c) members' concepts and expectations of the network;
(d) network participation, in terms of frequencies of log-ins,
reading and writing by membera; Ce) how members actually read and
write messages during their sessions; (f) the communicative
features of messages and (g) the communicative features of
discussions.

g ob 3 g ob
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LAB SITES NETWORK

The Laboratory Sites Project members consisted of teachers
and staff who would try out three different teaching
Interventions in five secondary schools in the Boston area. The
three interventions consisted of (1) a year-long course in
geometry based around the Geometry Supposer and an approach to
learning geometry through inductive thinking (7 teachers); (2)
teaching the physics of heat and '....emtperature and thermal
equilibrium with the aid of lessons end microcomputer-based
laboratory equipment developed by ETC and Technical Education
Resource Center (7 teachers); and a one-semester "metacourse- to
facilitate the learning of programming in BASIC, consisting of
nine lessons to be interwoven into the teacher's existing course
(7 teachers). In addition to the head of the project as a whole,
each group had a research leader to oversee the research on each
intervention, and an ndviwr, who was a teacher with experience
in using the intervention Itself or similar materials. In
addition, there was a support person at each school to oversee
logistical matters that would arise at the site itself. The
project .:'.s fully described in Wiake (1988), and tne
implementation and use of the: networ!-c is more fully described in
Appendix B.

The 38 Lab Sites Project members were enrolled in a Common
Ground network In early September. Through the generosity of
Apple Computer Inc. each of the five participating schools was
provided with an Apple computer and modem. ETC staff decided
that all memberr should use the same communications software so
that staff and members could learn skills more quickly.
Commworkq was chosen for this purpose, because it would allow
sending .nd receiving files 'that were created in the Appleworks
wordprocessing/database software.

The contacts among Project members consisted of several
meetings of the entire Project, as well as meetings approximately
once a month of each subgroup, visits of advisors to schools, and
contacts among teachers within schools. The features of the
Common Ground network and ita potential as a convenient way for
members to share information about their work was presented in
the first meeting of the Project in June, together with a
demonstration and some hands-on training. Once the equipment was
set up in schools, an ETC assistant also went to the school to
help teachers learn how to log in, reed and write messages.
Network staff members attended one meeting of teach subgroup at
two points in the year to consider with members how the network
might aid their work, and additional training waa also offered.
Midway through the year, an interview with leaders, advisors and
about half the teacher members of each group waa also an
opportunity to ask members about the priorities they saw in their
work and how a network might serve them.

9
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When visits to schools for training, and conversation with
teachers, showed that access was an obstacle to their use (in
terms of both convenient access to the computer at their school,
and having enough time during the school day), ETC decided to try
to improve this situation by providing every member of one group
with computers to use at home. The Geometry group was chosen
because they seemed to have the moat use for discussions between
meetings. By February 7, Apple//c's and other computers were
provided to each member of that group. In addition, three of the
schools were given Hewlett Packard portable computers to be
loaned to teachers on a rotating schedule.

The public discussion areas, or "forums- as they are called
in Common Ground, were one for.m for each group, as well as a
forum for site support members ("liaisons"), for general notices,
for technical questions, for members' biographical sketches, and,
in response to a request of the Programming group, for
programming exercises.

A fuller description of the implementation of the network is
found in Appendix B.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCIENCE TEACHERS' NETWORK

The Science Teachers' Network established in the fall of
1985 consisted of about 75 secondary teachers who had applied for
membership on the basis of an invitation and description of the
Network sent out to all district superintendents and science
department chairpersons in eastern Massachusetts. The purpose of
the network was described as "reducing teacher isolation from
both current issues in science and from colleagues with whom they
might exchange ideas about the teaching of .cience." During the
spring, four guests scientists/science educators, and four
teacher moderators also facilitated the Network, along with the
ETC staff who included an experienced Etaff development
specialist, and two researchers. A report of this period was
prepared during the summer of 1986 (Katz, McSwiney & Stroud,
1987).

The Network ,,oas left running during the summer and fall but
staff did not attempt to facilitate it. There was a low level of
participation, mainly announcements and some discussions with lab
safety conaulta.it and guest James Kaufman of Curry College, and
environmental education specialist Ralph Lutts of the Trailaide
Museum. During December 1986, we "re-started" the network.
Letters were written to old members encouraging them to log in
and to suggest the network to other interested science teachers.
In addition, a letter and application forms were sent to district
superintendents and science department heads (Appendix C).

During January and February 40 new members were enrolled,
and this number reached 56 later in the spring. Applicants were
sent a pasawork and manual, and were invited to a gettogether in



February for dinner. a guest speaker, and altemonstratxon.
Because of bad weather this gathering was postponed until March
2. As last year, the only technical help provided to members
consisted of this meeting (about 30 members attended), phone
help, the Common Ground manual, and questions exchanged over the
network itself. During March and April additional guests were
enrolled: Prof. Roy Glauber and some of h ..a graduate assistants
from the Dept. of Physics, Harvard University, agreed to answer
questions that might arise; and earthquake expert Fr. Skehan of
Boston College Weston Observatory also enrolled. In additi.ln,
following the example of several other collegial exchange
networks, ETC staff developed a one-page newsletter to draw
members' attention to events and discussions on the network.
This was sent out twice in the Spring.

The forums on the network included four subject areas --
Physics, Chemistry, Earth Science and Biology -- and forums for
technical questions, for software discussions, for biographical
sketches, a notice board, a calendar of events, literature
reviews offered by members, for dircussion of teaching, for
messages regarding the network community, and on safety issues.
The subject area forums had voluntary teacher moderators, wno
were paid a small fee, and the others were moderated by staff or
guests.

SAMPLING

Time Period

The networks were observed and printouts maintained for the
period September through early July; log file data (see below)
were analysed for the period January 1 through July 6, 1987, for
both networks, which was the period in which new members and
guests joined the Science Teachers' Network, and in which the
majority of activity, and all teacher writing, occurred in the
Lab Sites Network.

Sample of Members

Date on participation (logging in, reading and writ'ng) were
examined on all members of each network; interviews were
collected on only a few as the goals of the interviews did not
require information from the complete membership.

Sample of Diacuasions

The discussions selected for analysis were those which would
beat represent teachers' participation; therefore discussions in
which guests or advisors were the principal interactenta were not
analysed but all other existing discussions were considered.

11



DATA COLLECTION

. The projGct goals required collecting the following data:

(1) Host Machine Log Files: the host machine is programmed
to collect a complete record of the time and duration of each
log-in and what messages were reed and written (excluding the
text itself of the message).

(2) Record of Messages: Printouts of message provide a
complete record of messages written on the networks.

(3) Network Diary, Staff Discussions: one staff member kept
a journal summarizing the interactions on each network every two
weeks, focusing on "who talked to whom about what". In addition,
the five central staff members had different areas of expertize
from which to interpret the interactions that were taking place.

(4) Observations of Host Machine Screen: beginning in April
for an eight week period, three observers took turns observing
the host machine screen during randomly scheduled periods from
gam to 5pm weekdays. They recorded the sequence of actions of
anyone who logged in, as well as any difficulties that were
observed in usl.ng the network.

(5) Teacher Interviews:

(a) Lab Sites (Appendix D): two rounds of interviews were
conducted with Lab Sites members, one during February (about half
way through the school year); and one at the end of the year
(during late June). The goal of the first interview was to learn
what Lab Sites' members priorities had been in their work and
whether and how the network had served them so far, or might beat
be able to in the future. The project leader, advisor, and about
half of the group members were interviewed for each of the three
innovations, insuring that teachers from all five schools were
included. In the second interview, six teachers who had been
especially active users were interviewed about similar issues and
about particular exchanges.

(b) Science Teachers' Network (Appendix E): five teachers,
including some who tended to write alot and some who were mainly
readers, were interviewed about what motivated their aetwork use,
and about particular interactions that had occurred on the
network.

(6) Questionnaires:

(a) Lab Sites Network (Appendix F): all members returned a
form which asked for information about the extent of
wordproceaaing and other previous computer experience.

Cb) Science Teachers' Network (Appendix G): 24 members
returned a questionnaire in which they indicated on a scale the
degree of their previous acquaintanceship with each other member



of the network, as well as indicating which members they
considered to have some kind of special expertize. The
questionnaire was also used last year and was found to have
adequate test-retest reliability.

DATA ANALYSES

In addition to the descriptive analyses listed above, the .

following analyses were carried out:

(1) Levels of Participation: these were established for each
member and for the network as a whole by looking at log-ins,
reading and writing acts for the network as a whole, and Cdr each
member. Because members joined the network at different times,
to compare the participation levels of members it was necessary
to c mpute rates of participation. For example, a log-in rate
was computed by dividing a member's total number log-ins by the
number of weeks after the first log-in. Other scores computed
were the ratio of message& read to messages written, and the
proportion of all meesaqes written that were public messages.

(2) Effects of experience with the medium on participation
rates and type: for the Science Teachers' Network, using log
files and other data, comparisons were made of new and old
members' pattern of participation in terms of Ca) dropout rates;
(b) frequency of logging in; (c) type of use (reading vs.
writing); in addition, the writing of several members who wrote
enough both last year and this year was examined developmentally
for any changes in typical message length, complexity of topic,
degree of personalization, and other features.

(3) Communicative features of discussions: discussions were
defined as any chain of messages on an identifiable topic; all
from the entire network period were discussed in which teachers
were major participants (rather than discussions dominated by
guests or advisors); several exchanges were then analysed in the
manner of discourse analysis, attempting to identify the
underlying communication goals of messages, and how these and
other topics evolved with subsequent contributions (Appendix H).

(4) Influences on the presence and development of
discussions: Theae inferences were developed out of message
analyses, iscussion analyses, teacher interviews, and analysis
of the total context of com,:.:nication for both networks.

SUMZY OF SIMILAR NETWORKS

We wished to study other networks for collegial exchange
among science teachers in orciftr to have a broader base on which
to draw our concl, A.ona. Thla was done through a review of the
literature, by logging in to networks which seemed to have
similar purposes, and through meetings with other researchers.
The most comprehensive and current list we could obtain of

1 3
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education networks was that developed and maintained by Pat
Haring and Robert Shayler on The Source information service
(document PUBLIC 52 DIRECT), which provided brief descriptions
and phone numbers for 110 electronic bulletin boards and
conferences. Theae networks were "visited" and searched for any
forums for discussion among sc.ience teachers. There were two
outcomes of this survey: (1) of what could be observed on the
networks, there were few networks in which discussion of science
or practice was going on between teachers; (2) it was very hard
to get enough information about these networks to make any
interpretation of their use. Therefore we focused our attention
on three networks for which more information was available, and
whose design, purposes or system offered interesting features.
The science teachers' conference of the EIES network, a project
of the New Jersey Institute of Technology, was of interest
because the group reported successful use of a network to support
implementation of AAAS-developed science units in schools. The
MIX network of McGraw-Hill Publishers was selected because forums
revealed considerable interaction among science teachers in the
middle and western U.S. At Bank Street College, the Earth Lab
project and a network used to support teat sites for the Voyage
of the Mimi science unit were of interest. In the former, a
network was used by teachers and students to allow them to work
tog .ther on science projects, and to integrate acienca activities
into the curriculum, in ways not otherwise possible.

We learned as much as possible about the systems, goals and
use of these networks through their reports, meetings with
researchers, anJ network transcripts (which were available for
the MIX and EIES projects).

RESULTS AiD DISCUSSION

SCIENCE TEACHERS' NETWORK

Nature of Membership

The membership consisted of old members who had logged in
regularly in the past, and new members most of whom had never
used a network before. In December 1986 old members were
notified by mail that we were reorganizing the network for the
coming year and if they wished to continue their membership they
should log in by a certain date. Passwords of members who did
not do so were deleted from the system; in the case of a few
active members we called them first to insure that they didn't
wish to continue. About a third of last year's regular users did
not loin again for this year. At about the same time, letters
inviting new members were aent out to district superintendents
and science department heads in eastern Massachusetts. Any
interested science teachers was invited to join. As a result, 56
teachers applied. Applicants were immediately sent a password,
manual and other materiala. Some old and new members were able
to meet faces -to -face in the gettogether on March 2.

14
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By May, 151 persons were listed on the "Who Is" list of all
persona who had passwords to the system, including persons who
were given a "visitor" status, and teachers who had applied but
did not log in. Those who logged in included 49 secondary
teilchers, 4 guests, several visitors including two university
teachers who had set up networks themselves for science
teachers. Sixteen of the teachers in the group were new members,
leaving 33 who had joined last year.

The group of people who were "visible" on the network, using
the criterion of writing three of more messages, was a smaller
group -- about 30.

These figures contrast with last years' membership size of
75 teachers and guests, of which about 50 wrote three or mora
wssaages. Thus the current years' group was smaller by about 20
persona, whether calculated as all who ever logged in, or those
who wrote three or more messages.

Growth of Network Activity

New members made their first calla to the network throughout
the period January through early April, and about half continued
to log in while the others discontinued use within a few weeks.
This is comparable to the 40X "dropout" rate we observed in the
first year of network operation. However, the old members Cwho
represented two-thirds of last year's members) were not much more
persistent as a group in their patters of logging in than the new
members. About half C18/33) were regular users, 6 were sporadic
users, and 9 discontinued use. The number of messages written by
members (other than ETC staff) ranged similarly in each year -and
averaged the same -- 21.

Public and Private Mail

Excluding messages sent by ETC staff, a total of 961
messages were sent, of which 44% were public. This is comparable
to last year's network in which 37X of messages were public.
There was no difference between years in the percent of an
author's messages that were public vs. private. In each year,
there were a few individuals who wrote many public messages, but
for moat teachers, public messages were 20-40% of all messages.
This suggests that becoming more familiar with the network
community through using it did not increase public writing, and
that the topics being discussed were a more important influence
on participation.

Levels and Patterns of Participation of New and Old
Members

As noted above, the " dropout" rate this year of new and old
members was approximately equal. Similarly, the variability in
log-in rates and type of use (amount of writing relative to

15
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reading) was equal among new and old members who showed
continuing interest. Moat logged in about once a week or
aligntly less often; ana a few very active users logged in about
every day. In both groups the number of messages read for every
message written ranged from 2 to about 100.

It was of central interest whether there would be any
developmental changes in the pattern of use of old members that
would suggest an effect of gaining greater familiarity and
comfort with the medium itself, or with the network users. Would
old members log in more frequently in the second year? Would
they do more writing? Of the 21 old members who were not
moderators and did not dropout, we found no change in the pattern
of llggin in between years. Of the 10 members who logged in more
than 8 times in each year (enough to study reading/writing
activity), 6 kept the same ratio of writing to reading (3 were
active writers, 3 did little writing and slot of reading). Of
the other four, 2 wrote more, and 2 wrote less than last year.
Thus there was no discernible overall trend toward increased
writing with experience.

Finally, we examined the writing style of the old members
who had written a number of messages in both the first and second
year. Iwo researchers examined the messages for changes in the
following: length of messages; prefc.rence for specific or general
topics; extent of expression of affect/opinion; elaboration of
concepts; use of colloquial expressions; reference to outside
authorities. They agreed there were no great changes over time
in a member's style of expression. While individuals differed
greatly in their styles, each maintained their basic individual
style. throughout. There was no trend over time from short,
spr-1!"!.. mpssages to longer, more abstract or more personal
one.

f,I, ..:" the above data suggest that familiarity with the
me,2,,u,4 .z.,.. with each other) is not a cause of specificity of
M0741E-,e, content. However, specificity may be a response to users
047 1,.a medium to the lack of opportunity for visual feedback to
clarify communications, or slow response time for written
clarifz.cations to occur. Furthermore, the 4.1.7.ta suggest that
members' choice to continue or discontinue using the network was
based mainly on whether the topics they saw there interested
them, and that becoming more at ease with the medium itself, (3:r
with other members of the group, was not a significant factor in
continuation.

Nature of Communications

These analyses aimed to understand how members try to
communicate with esch other in a network in which exchange of
information and opinion is understood to be the goal, and how
effectively communication takes place.



Two kinds of analyses of the content of communications were
carried out: (1) identifying the major characteristics of
messages as communicative acts; and (2) identifying the major
characteristics of "discussions" that occurred on the network,
attempting to define the goals of the participants and to see how
these were negotiated in the course of the exchange.

Message Characteristics

Identifying the characteristics of messages that seemed to
effect them as communicative acts led us to notice that messages
differed in the way these characteriatica were displayed, that
the characteriatica were actually dimensions of variability in
the nature of messages. While we were not able to find out
whether any one style of message was more effective in producing
a response (because many responses occurred in private mail,
which we did not moniter), this analysis, combinsd with the
analysis of discussions, led to some conclusions about how
conversations take place on a network for collegial exchange.
These have implications for network management which are
presented in the Conclusions.

1. Specificity of topic

Messages could be differentiated according to whether the
topic(s) were very specific and easily identifiable, or more
complex and open. Examples of the former type are: (a)
arnouncing a science fair or (b) job opening; (c) ptswiding the
phone number to call for certain information, (d) asking for
suggestions of what to teach in chemistry class on the days
before vacation, (e) asking for information on the long term
health effects of DDT on humans, (f) asking for experiments to do
on ultraviolet light. Some examples of the latter are: (g) women
and nature, (h) today's educational mobilization, (I)
disadvantaged students, (j) using five animals in the classroom.

The more specific topics involve concepts whose boundaries
are clear and definite to most people in the given community,
resulting in greater potential for it to be easily understood by
a reader, as in the first group listed above. Within these,
however, there is potential complexity in what is being asked for
about the topic. For the first three, the information given or
requested is itself simple and it is easy to understand the
question and to write the answer if it is known. For (e) and
(f), although the initial topic may be identifiable, the answer
may be complex. In topics that are initially complex in
themselves, on the other hand, such as (g) - (j) above, the
boundaries of the topic and the directions that a discussion
could take ore far more open and will require more extended
writing and clarification for meaningful discussion to take
place.



2. Social engagement

Messages differed in how explicitly they made a request or
reply. Yet messages perceived as part of a -discussion did not
need to contain explicit statements of request, or identify
themselves explicitly as a reply. For example, as in
faLa-to-face conversation, statement of an opinion in itself
invites a response. This dimension seems to intertwine with the
last described below, expression of affect and opinion.

Messages that were neither requests nor replies were the
announcements and descriptions that appeared in certain forums in
particular: notice board, calendar, literature review, and guest
forums. Some of these contained opinions as well. Even
announcements are, ofcourse, replies, in the larger sense that
they address what is understood to be of general interest to
members of the network. Lengthy statements that were initiated
independent of any request were found especially in the guest
forums or literature review forums. Again, tnese were on topics
assumed to be of general interest.

In contrast with some other systems, Common Ground does not
include any special facility to upload and download independent
documents created in other wordprocessors. Also, to encourage
discussion rather than uploading and downloading of long texts in
the Science Teachers' Network, we set the limit for message
length to 100 lines.

Thus within the underlying agenda of the network of
interaction about topics of common interest, there was variation
in the degree and explicitness of social engagement in messages.

3. Formal vs. informal style

It was possible to characterize the writing in messages
along a crude dimension which could be called "formal - informal ".
Informal writing included short messages which appear to be
quickly composed, while a more formal style of writing also
occurred, in which the message appeared to be composed more
carefully, taking more time and thought in the writing of it.
These messages had more of the characteristics associated with
writing generally, such as greater elaboration of concepts. A

message also seemed to acquire formality through reference to
outside authorities, especially written sources. It acquired
informality through use of colloquial expressions. Thua the
styles JE expression we observed ranged on a dimension that seems
to associate to the range from oral to written to published
communications. This variety is in contrast with some early
research on electronic mail systems which concluded that the
medium will always produce an informal talk style of
communication. The variety we observed may relate to the
communicative purposes and roles of members. For example, guests
experts are obliged to offer expertize and may bolster it by more
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thoughtful writing with references to published sources (see
examples below). .

4. Expression of personal opinion or effect

Finally, it was possible to distinguish degrees of
personalization of messages -- a message might contain more or
leas expression of personal opinion, affect, or personal
experience.

Examples 1-4 below are messages which differ along the four
dimensions described above.

Example 1 is specific and informal. It appears to be
quickly composed, and uses informal language such as "want to
swap?". It explicitly asks for response, yet does not contain
personal opinion or affect. Rather it asks for several xinds of
very specific information on topics which are probably easily
Identifiable and understood within the culture of science
teachers.

EXAMPLE 1.

from eddiew
to earchaci physics biology chemis
re: UV LIGHT

I AM LOOKING OR SOME EXPERIMENTS TO DO WITH UV LIGHT. DO YOU
KNOW OF LOCAL ITEMS THAT FLORESCE? DO YOU HAVE ANY SPECIMENS
(ROCK OR OTHERWISE) YOU WANT TO TRADE? DO YOU KNOW OF A
SOURCE(S) OF UV FILTERS AND SUPPLIES? i HAVE AN EXTRA 2' FLR. UV
FIXTURE AND MANY MINERAL SPECIMEN-WANT TO SWAP? EDDIEW

In contrast with this request for specific information,
stated briefly and without any personalization, is Example 2 in
which a good deal of specific information is provided but with
addec, evaluation by the author, who was a network guest. The
topic required a lengthy message in order to provide fully the
information of interest. The writing is also more developed than
in the example above, although it still includes some Informal
language,, e.g. "It La not your average `pretty picture' nature
magazine". Although the message includea the author's personal
evaluation in several places, ita main goal seems to be to
provide information. This interpretation is supported in that
the author states that he has made "comments" on the topic in
another network message, which we show as Example 3.

EXAMPLE 2.

mag no. 3980 filed 1:41 PM Jan 11, 1987

l9
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from harry
to litrevie
re: ORION NATURE QUARTERLY

ORION NATURE QUARTERLY is a relatively new magazine devoted, as
the title implies, to nature and environmental themes. It is
high quality, with really fine color photography, at a reasonable
price -- 4 issues/yr, $14.00

Each issue is devoted to a theme: snow, Gala, new approaches to
nature (the current issue), etc. Upcoming issues will
address: Architecture in relation to the natural environment,
Migration, Water, and Encouraging nature ,appreciation in
children. The articles are well written, substantive, and
interesting. It is not your average "prettypicture" nature
magazine. It is well grounded intellectually, as well as
accessible to the reader. It is first-rate.

The current issue (Winter 1987) should be of special interest to
educators. The contents are:

THE COOLING TOWER IN THE GARDEN: A CHALLENGE TO EDUCATION. What
is the responsibility of teachers in the humanities, in a world
dominated by science and to nology?

TEACHING WILDERNESS VALUES. How one college English teacher uses
American wilderness literature to help students find their own
relation to the land.

VOLUNTEERING FOR DISCOVERY. About Earthwatch.

DRAWING ON EXPERIENCE. The peraon who draws what he or she sees
.will see much more.

THIS WAY TO THE NEAREST WILDERNESS. Why two nature educators
decided to write a new kind of field guide. (Written by and
about Don and Lillian Stokes and the Stokea Nature Guides series
of books.)

BILOGY, THE STUDY OF LIFE. The humane treatment of animals is
Just one step toward making biology classroom a place where
students learn reverence for life; far more basic changes are in
order. (See my comments on this article in the Biology forum.)

A useful contrast to this is the same author's "comments"
message, Example 3. It is characterized by the same, rather fully
developed writing style, but more personalization is implicitly
present in that the topic has been formulated in terms of
issues. The formality of the writing is increased by its
inclusion of quotes from a published written source. As in the
second example, it includes explicit statement of the author's
opinion ("It is well worth reading") as well as emphasis on
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issues. In preaentina issues, which (by definition) express
reflection and interpretation on the part of the writer, the
message calls for a response in kind. Still, there is no
explicit call for readers' response.

EXAMPLE 3.

from harry
to biology
re: USING LIVE ANIMALS IN THE CLASSROOM (Orion article)

The recent (Winter 1987) issue of ORION NATURE QUARTERLY included
an interesting article exploring issues regarding the morality
and educational effectiveness of animal experiments and
dissection in the classroom. (See the "litrevie" forum, meg.
03980, for more information about ORION.) The article, "Biology,
the Study of Life" was written by George K. Russell, professor of
biology at Adelphi University. It is well worth reading.

The questions that he raises are not new ones for biology
teachers. What is really being taught when students are required
to dissect animals or conduct experiments that cause harm to
animals? What is it that we are really trying to teach? What
alternatives are available to us? Can and should we teach to
stimulate a sense of wonder and delight regarding the living
world, as well as "objective" information and scientific
methodology?

Russell writes, "These conjectures lead me inescapably to the
conclusion that invasive procedures and animal dissections have
no place in the high school biology curriculum. Most young
people of my acquaintance, especially those from urban and
suburban settings, have little familiarity with living nature.
An overly analytical approach, especially one in which animals
are harmed or killed, tends to alienate the student and sever
the affinities that make real learning possible. Taught by these
methods, students learn the mechanics of life, but they do not
establish the kind of caring, participatory relationship with the
natural world which, I have tried to show, is the point of it
all. Biology is, after all, the study of life."

Single copies of this issue (Winter, 1987) are avialable for
$4.00 from:

ORION NATURE QUARTERLY
136 East 64th Street
New York, NY 10021

Annual subscription (4 issues) is $14.00.
-- Harry
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Examples 2 and 3 were both written by a network guest.
Guests are, by definition, persons considered to have expertize
and to have the responsibility to present this knowledge on the
network. The kind of writing that appears in both these messages
can be seen as a function of the author's status as a guest. and
of the two forums involved. Example 2 is from the Literature
Review forum and follows and presents less personal
interpretation, whereas Example 3 is from the Biology Forum which
may be viewed by participants as an arena for more personal
expression.

Example 4 was written by an active teacher member and falls
soniewhat between the two above on the extent of development of
the writing itself, but is explicitly personalized and also
explicitly aska for others' reactions.

Example 4.

meg no. 4265 filed 10:45 PM Feb 19, 1987
from drew
to teaching
re: CATCH 22 ??? - TODAY'S EDUCATIONAL MOBILIZATION....2+K

H.M. Levin, Stamford university, (in his reviewing "Low Tech
Education in a High Tech World" in SCIENCE, 13 Feb 87, p799)
suggests that our toreign trade deficit and low manufacturing
competitiveness .*.s NOT due to a poor labor force and their
inadequate rtducation, but is due to value of dollar, poor
management declaions, etc. However Levin states our educational
system is on a collision course with failure to have adequate
occupational preparedness. Much stress is being put on "high
tech" is spite of there being only 5% of U.S. jobs are
technologically oriented that require 2 years or college or more.
Most job growth is in low wage and low educational level such as
clerical, retail, fast-food, and medical aide jobs. Occupations
which have adopted microprocessor technologies have moved to
lower skill requirements than before. That is less analytical
and tech are now required in printing, banking, computer
utilization, and electronic machine repair.

In addition over occupational misdirection of education, Levin
continues that a major threat to the economy is that educational
institutions have a tremendous number of disadvantaged students,
30% of present enrollments is U.S. schools have cultural
differences, non-English languages, poverty, etc. such that
they do not substantially benefit from their school years. They
leave school lacking elementary skills in reading, writing,
computation, and reasoning.

How is this is response to Levin's concerns? Instead of my
teaching 108 students in 4 standard chemistry classes and 1
honors chemaitry claas, the students be REDEPLOYED into 3
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"CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE" classes, 1 std. chem, and 1 hon chem. The
CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE would cover several topics in the year. The
only two topics I can thing of at the moment are FIRE FATALITIES
(U.S. has about double the rest of the world in itslosa of life
due to fires) and IMPLICATIONS OF DATA IN WORLD ALMANIC In this
new course I would soft pedal the topics molecules, moles, ideal
gases, equations, molarity, and tetrahedron that are in "orthodox
chemistry".

Would appreciate an reactions to the above.
i.e think it would get administrative support?

think students would get a greater benefit?
if silence is appropriate, do you have some Catch 22's?

The above examples illustrate the range of message
characteristics, but do not show how they function in
communication. We were especially interested in how topics were
negotiated among teachers. Would the more specific topics be
easier to discuss? Would exchange of opinion be a more difficult
task than provision of simple information, since it presumably
involves not only description but an evaluation and justification
of the evaluation? These questions were addressed by analysing
examples of discussions.

Discussion Characteristics

In looking for examples of discussions, we searched both the
Lab Sites Network and Science Teachers' Network. No examples of
extended discussion were found in the Lab Sites Network. Many
were available in the Science Teachers' Network, but most
involved moderators or guests as the principal actors. The
examples we selected for study were some which involved teachers
as major participants (rather than those in which guests or
moderators dominated). Four such discussions were analyzed in
the manner of a discourse analysis, attempting to identify the
intent of an individual's messages in a particular exchange, the
other participant's interpretations of the sender's intent, and
how the topic was negotiated (Appendix H).

Both specific and more general topics were the starting
points for these discussions. The exchanges starting questions
for specific information, however, contained some underlying
ambiguity or issue which was taken up by respondents. Thus even
specific questions were developed along what appear to be the
personal agendas of those who chose to participate, and the
responses did not necessarily address the specific interest of
the initiator. Most contributions to the discussions contain
ambiguities that allow the message to be answerable in a variety
of ways, or contain a statement of opinion, which is similarly
"answerable" in that a statement of opinion "calls for" another
opinion.



For example, in the "textbook" discussion (Appendix H, pp.
2-7), what was being talked about was judged differently at
different points by different participants. An initial inquiry
about textbooks or computer software for low or average level
biology classes quickly becomes a discussion described by a later
participant as about "what to teach and how to teach it".
Second, the written messages themselves did not always reflect
the author's topic lines. Third, ambiguities in tne messages,
and the personal interests of participants, seemed to contribute
to the emergence of new topics both for tne initiator and those
who engaged it at different points. All of the messages in this
discussion were short ones which appear to have been composed
quickly.

A similar core issue -- what to teach -- underlies two other
disc:Assions of chemistry curriculum, which began in quite
different ways (Appendix H, pp 11-20). The first example begins
with a ratner long message ending with a proposal to change what
is taught in chemistry Lip low and average ability students
(Example 4 above). In this message, Drew summarizes several
issues raised in a review by H.M. Levin of an article on
education in SCIENCE magazine, and then presents his own view of
a better science curriculum, asking for reactions. He gets three
responses, one from a teacher and two from guests, all expressing
some level of agreement with Drew, and continuing with additional
points of view and with suggested approaches to the problem of
appropriate curriculum. The discussion is successful in the
sense that the initial issue, which was presented with some
degree of elaboration, resulted in responses that were well
elaborated by the respondents, especially the third.

The .econd example among the same participants becomes a
very heated debate with remarkably different themes and tones In
the second example messages are short and contain more colloquial
language. Tne discussion is initiated by a short and provocative
message:

RE: Stoichiometry Why do we teach it? The only
people who use it are chemists. Do chemistry teachers
have trouble finding homework assignments without it?

This discussion becomes quite antagonistic; no resolution is
reached by the two principle opponents, but three other members
make attempts to "cool" down the discussion. The differences
between this discussion and the former one may be due to the
different styles in which they were initiated, or to the fact
that they occurred in forums which had developed different styles
(see Appendix H, p. 18-19). However, both are effective
discussions in eliciting responses and statements of opinion.

These analyses lead us to think of computer-mediated
communications in a collegial exchange network (where topics and
interests are relatively openended) as containing a great deal of



ambiguity as a context for communication. In computer-mediated
communication, obviously, we lack the means to easily clarify
meaning& that we have in face-to-face interactions, or even in
oral interactions over the phone. In the latter, many
paralinguistic cues in voice and body movements are available,
which help to clarify meaning; in addition, the rapidity of voice
interactions allows meanings to be clarified easily through
questions. In computer-mediated communication a rouna of
interaction may be slow, and responses are not certain or
predictable. A rapid exchange might take place which could
clarify a question, but seems leas probable than in face-to-face
interactions. It may be that participants react to this
ambiguity by aoing several things: (1) by chosing rather specific
topics for messages; and (2) by using the inherent ambiguity as
an opportunity for expanding topics in free-associative ways: (3)
ay using exaggerations of their usual individual strategies to
establish authority or elicit responses, ranging from provocation
to exhibition of scholarship. In addition, since a variety of
styles of interaction seem possible, participants may be more
vulnerable to modelling.

We are not proposing that ambiguity is a negative a feature
of this communicative context but that it may be one that
participants try to accomodate to in certain ways. As
communicatora, we are accustomed to dealing with ambiguity in
daily face-to-face interactions as well. Let ua recall that our
ways of negotiating social interactions in daily life, as well as
our enjoyment of literature, drama and poetry, are built upon our
ability to interpret verbal ambiguity. Computer-mediated
communications may present ambiguities which we respond to in
particular ways.

It is clear in the ETC networks and from discussions with
other rktwork researchers that some people take quickly to
telecommunications and enjoy the medium, while others find it
unappealing. It may be that those who take it up
enthusiastically are those who particularly enjoy the
free-associative, openended kind of discussion that can occur.

Motivation for Using the Network

In interviews with teachers both last year (n=31) and this
year (n=5), they expressed their primary interest as opportunity
to communicate with colleagues. A secondary interest of a number
of teachers was to learn about telecommunications.

Teachers' concepts about communicating with colleagues
included getting specific information about teaching, which they
expressed in terms such as "teaching techniques", "trade
secrets", keeping "on top of the science field", and "information
on texts, technical stuff, and events", as well as the general
notion of access to colleagues, conveyed in phrases such as
"staying in touch," " sharing ideas " ", "contact", and " "getting 'to
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know other teachers." As one teacher said last. year, "Just to
communicate with each other is wonderful. It made me feel part
of a larger community. It was the first time I had access to my
colleagues." Teachers expressed overall satisfaction with the
network whether they used it often or infrequently, and whether
they used it mainly for raading, or also for writing.

Last year and this year, only a few teachers expressed
negative comments about the network when they were asked to
describe how the network did and did not serve their interests.
Several could have liked to download worksheets, to get more
Information in their field, or to have more discussion.

Some interesting thoughts about the quality of communication
on the network were offered by one especially active user, who
expressed his primary purpose as "peer interaction". He logged
in at least two or three times per week, and sometimes more than
once in a day. He felt that private mail inquiries were almost
guaranteed a response, in contrast with inquiries made in the
public forums, and that t:le answers in private mail were often
more "pertinent to what the original request was". When one
particular public discussion was used to consider the nature of
discussions on the network, he noted that when just a few people
were trying to "push their ideas" that this was a "turn off" and
saw the sometimes sensitive debates as "people going off crazy".
He felt that people's personalities emerged through their
participation and he found himself evaluating them. He said
that, at the beginning, he tried to keep his personality out of
it, expl ining that because it was a public network he felt a
certain formalism was called for. He felt that he was forced to
integrate more of his personality when discussion became more
philosophical in nature..

These comments support our own notion that the medium, when
used for fairly open-ended topics, has both advantages and
disadvantages. The medium encourages short, rapidly written
pieces, Lupporting a more free-associative kind of thinking and a
colloquial style. Personal styles emerge in messages; yet
clarification and justification of opinions depends on skillful
written expression.

LAB SITES NETWORK

The analysis of the Lab Sites Network, presented in full in
Appendix B, attempted to characterize the use of the network and
interpret it in terms of project members' needs and opportunities
for communication. This was done drawing on the Network staff's
impressions of group meetings, conversations with teaching during
training visits, teacher interviews, the record of members'
reeding and writing available in the log files, analysis of
public exchanges from the message printout, and discussions with
the two principal research assistants of the Lab Sites Project,
David Niguidula and Joy Shepard. Since they had each devoted
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nearly full-rime work to the Project, their knowledge greatly
enhanced the opportunity to make more inrormed interpretations of
network use. The opportunity for collaboration with these
2rJject members was an invaluable one.

Frequency of Use and Content of Exchanges

A total of 924 messages were sent from Janua:v through June
by the 38 project members, with 86% being private mail. While
most of the teachers logged in at least a few times, there was
great variability among the teachers in the extent of their use.
Six teachers sent no messages, 6 aent 1-5 messages, 3 sent 6-10,
and 8 sent more than 10. The principal use by teachers was for
reading and for sending private messages, and the direction of
exchanges was between teachers and advisors, rather than among
teahera. Since it was a policy not to keep any record of private
mail, we can only report the direction of these comm,Inications,
and what members reported about their use of private ma:11. It
appears that the private exchanges were of the same basic nature
as the ,mblic -- information was being asked for or given from
advisor to teachers. This is consistent with the nature of
teachers' task -- to learn new teaching techniques or approaches
and put them to use in the classroom.

Exchanges among teachers themselves were less frequent than
we had hoped for, but did develop, especially in the Geometry
group, after teachers had accesa to computers at h me. Whetner
this kind of exchange would have developed on the network anyway
and was primarily due to their reaching a later stage in their
own -earning in which they felt they had developed experience
worth esaring with other teachers, is hard to know. In other
words, .c is hard to separate out the effects of greater access
from possilae greater interest in communicating with peers, at
this point.

We also found that examples of reflective thinking about the
process of teaching and learning occurred in group meetings
before appearing on the network. Such statements were heard in
group meetings during the fall, when moat teachers were just
barely learni'j use of the network. Does this lag indicate that
the medium itself is a difficult one for such thinking and
writing, or is it merely an effect o- our teachers' 1 ck of
having the basic skills at this point? In interviews, teachers
themselves suggested that it would be better to learn
telecommunications before learning the new teaching approach, and
that trying to learn both at once, as they did during the fall,
was too much effort. Some teachers did not have previous
wordprocessing experience, and some did ,--lt even have typing
experience. On the other hand, some teachers expressed
reservations about the type of communication possible in the
medium, stating that they wanted to "banter" br:ck and forth and
that wasn't possible in a network. Clearly they found the
meetings a preferred place to exchange thoughts about their
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work. In tact, the meellings may have met their needs to do so.
However, it is possible to imagine that a computer network would
become a more important communication medium for teachers who are
geographically separated, need to communicate with each other
about their work, and who can gain enough ease with the medium.
The history of the QUILL experiment in Alaska (Bruce, Rubin &
Barnhardt, in preparation) supports this view.

Finally, we present the comment of one of the advisors about
the process of reflection on teaching by teachers. It was his
feeling that ref_ .:tive thinking on their practice is not
normally called for in teachers' work, that teachers are called
upon mostly to be receivers of information. Therefore to engage
in reflection on their practice, while it may be a desirable and
expected part of working with a new teaching approach, is a new
and demanding task in itself.

Acr.ess

The arrangement for teachers to use one modem-equipped
computer at each school was not convenient enough for these
teachers to use it frequently; many stated that they did not have
time to log in from school. In the group that did eventually
have computers to use at home, use was much greater. But
teachers' notion "not having enough time" also indicates that the
task for which they would uae telecommunications was not a
central part of their teaching work, but was supplementary or
peripheral to it.

Teachers' Motivation for Use

The network was used differently by the three groups, who
differed in communication needs. The differences among the
groups lead to the conclusion that, at least for teachers who ere
not yet very familiar with telecommunicating, a network will be
used only when it supports their immediate work priorities, as
they see them.

In two other cases in which a network was provided to
facilitate implementation of new teaching approaches -- for Bank
Street College's Voyage of the Mimi materials, and for the
implementation project of Kimmel, Kerr and O'Shea (1986) on
AAAS-designed science units, a similar conclusion seems to
emerge. Teachers used the network for their immediate priorities
in the classroom, rather than for more abstract or reflective
kinds of exchange. The experience of Newman and others at Bank
Street College has led them to see that, for telecommunications
to be a tool for innovation in education, it must be a tool
serving educational activities which themselves carry the
innovation (personal communication). Thus their current
application of telecommunications is to provide communications
within and between groups which are carrying out collaborative
projects as a part of a acience curriculum. The activitiea
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depend on the availability of the telecommunications.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSES

Comparative analyses using a small number of cases can
generate hypotheses which then need to be tested with a larger
number of cases. Certain comparisons within and across the ETC
networks, and research on other networxs, suggest hypotheses in
the areas below.

What Factors Promote Public Discussion of Teaching?

Ar4 noted, messages among the unacquainted science teachers
were often short ones on specific topics. Exchenges among the
members of the Teaching Forum who were better acquainted,
however, suggest that the information-sharing orientation of the
unacquainted teachers may be a safe interaction strategy for
unacquainted professionals that would change in different social
circumstances. These teachers had trained together at Harvard
Graduate School of Education the previous year, and had requested
membership in order to keep in touch. As described in last
year's report (Katz, McSwiney & Stroud, 1987), their social
motivation was evident in their messages which contained
greetings, reports of contact with other group members, and
offers of help and sympathy. These teachers offered topics of a
personal nature reflected in the topic lines they composed:
"emotions," "feedback," "reflections." Messages sequences
followed a single evolving topic rather than several unrelated
topics. An independent network started this year for that
program has been heavily used -- 1500 calls in two months. These
teachers share their experiences in graduate school and tneir
transition to new jobs -- more powerful common experiences than
the other members of the Science Teachers' Network.

It is interesting, however, that the greater
acquaintanceship, and involvement in a common task of the
Laboratory Sites pc.rticipanta did not result in more public
discussion than occurred on the Science leachers' Network. On
the contrary, only 15% of Lab Sites messages were public,
compared with about 40% in both years among the science
teachers. The average number of messages written per member in
Lab Sites and Science networks was about equal, as was the total
number of messages in year 2; but use differed. This is
explained in two ways. Lab Sites teachera were less dependent on
the network for general discussion because they shared
experiences at their monthly meetings. They wrote inquiries
privately to their advisors rather than to peera because their
adviser was more experienced with the new materials than peers.
The current peer use also varied with schedules.

The Lab Sites teachers, like science teachers, needed
information, and chose to obtain it through private communication
in this network. Although the Lab Sites moderators encouraged
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them to pose questions publically, they refrained. They may have
felt embarrassment, or simply not believed that their questions
would have value to others. Their motivation still seems
primarily information-oriented, rather tha social. as in the
Teaching Forum. Public diacussion of difficult Issues, or
inquiries that might reveal ignorance., may require A way to break
down potential professional embarrassment through either strong
social bonds or changed beliefs about acceptable professional
ignorance and knowledge.

Access

Study of the two ETC networks, as well as reports of many
other networks for teachers, strongly suggest that easy access to
the computer increases use. Last year's correlational analyses
of the Science Teachers' Network use showed that having a
computer at home increased participation; teach:.rs had much
difficulty finding time in the day to use a computer rovided at
school. The Geometry group of the Lab Sites project
significantly increased use after arrangements were made for all
members to have computers at home. However, in neither of these
ETC applications was network use necessary for teachers to carry
out their jobs.

Knowledge of Basic Telecommunications Skills

For some of the Lab Sites teachers, the extra burden of
learning the typing skills or the basic steps in
telecommunications was too much to add to their foremost task of
carrying out a new teachinc approach in their classrooms. If
telecommunications had been essential to carrying out the
innovation, perhaps these barriers would have been overcome. In
a collegial exchange network, network designers should keep in
mind that learning the basic skills may be a barrier for many
potential users; if they expect a high portion of those who have
access to participate, training and continuing forms of help must
be provided. In a common task network, where all members are
expected to participate, even more resources will have to be
invested to insure that each member is able to learn the basic
skills and, for some, overcome discomfort with using computers
generally, or with aspects of telecommunications in particular.
Otherwise users will be only those who naturally feel at ease
with computer-based communication.

Motivation

We and other researchers have also noted the wide variation
in participation rates, and the enthusiasm with which some take
up the medium, while others lose interest after a short period.
For some people the activity of communicating with othelNis in this
medium may be intrinsically rewarding; for others -- the majority
-- their use will depend on whether what is discussed on the
network serves their particular needs.
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Rates of participation in computer-conferencing nave been
studied extensively by LIES researchers and others who have been
interested in the psychology of group decision-making. These
studies suggest that computer conferences generally provide as
much or more equality of participation as face-to-face groups.
While this may be true when comparing conferences with
face-to-face groups on some task, we would also expect that the
profile of participation in either would depend greatly on the
nature of the task and the roles of members of the group. In the
Science Teachers' Network and the Lab Sites Network, using the
network was n ' essential to teachers' work and use varied
greatly. Poafribly the only case in which planners could expect
all members ^... group to use a network is when it is essential to
carrying out a task, rather than simply an adjunct, for example
in distance cou'ae delivery. These activities are
medium-dependent. At the same time, the medium's reliability and
efffectiveness in course delivery may be a problem, and this is a
subject of current research (Hiltz, 1987, and others).
Conversely, applications which anticipate variability in response
to the medium make sense: for example, using it for supplementary
and voluntary aspects of an activity, any activity considered as
"enrichment". Here the core activity is not medium-dependent but
is carried out in multiple media and optional parts of the
activity are carried out in computer-based conferencing.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

For purposes of liscussion, it is convenient to divide the
kind of networks we have studied into two categories which we
will assume have different motivational structures: "common
interest" networks, and "common task" networks. Recommendations
are presented separately for these two kinds of networks,
followed by some comments applying more generally.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMMON INTEREST NETWORKS

The message content and teachers' interview responses for
the Science Teachers' Network, survey of the MIX (EMSIE) network
and report from Bank Street College show that teacners themselves
have several goals in their use of a common interest network:
access to specific information, especially to serve classroom
teaching; engaging in discussions; and a feeling of being
connected to others with similar concerns. An ideal common
interest network would provide opportunities for meeting all of
these. Doing so entails several design principles:

(1) Membership Criteria and Size

(a) Size: If teachers' interests are both specific and
diverse, a large membership, and guests with special expertise,
will maximize the probability for teachers' interests to be met.
Network designers should consider membership criteria carefully,
since these criteria will probably also define the kinds of



Information resources that are available witnin tne group. From
our observations, the lack of interpersonal familiarity that will
occur in a large network does not deter the development of public
discussions, although it may decrease the quantity of private
maii and alter the quality of public discussions, because more
clarification will be needed by discussants who know little about
each other. Still, in a network where specific information is
valued, it does not seem a sensible strategy to limit membership
size with the expectation that members of a small group will be
able to get to know each other more quickly. In all the
interest-based networks we know of, rates of participation varied
widely. Members whose information interests are not met do not
log in or write messages that reveal their personalities. These
members will not become known by others. Thus members may not be
motivated to participate enough to get to know each other unless
their information needs are met. Limitation of membership size,
however, might be an effective design for a common task network.

(b) Definition: The definition of membership criteria, just
as in the definition of forum topics, provides tne critical cues
to members as to what the group is about and might do, setting
some boundaries on the diversity of topics/interests that will be
undertaken. Thus clearly defined membership criteria may be
helpful in structuring effective communications. A group wnose
membership criteria are clear to members may nevertheless have
diverse interests. We found a great diversity of interests
within our group which was limited to high school science
teachers in the 617 telephone area code. Within the interests
that exist in a network membership, there needs to be a critical
mass in each interest area in order for participation to
develop. Thus the definition of membership criteria, and some
understanding of the interest areas, is directly related to
policy on membership size.

From our experience, the ideal membership size for a group
of mostly unacquainted secow;ary science teachers would be larger
than ours (which was about 70 teachers and guests); 100-200 would
perhaps be a viable size. While a very large, nationwide network
would also be very beneficial in meeting teacher's interests in
specific kinds of information, users may suffer from message
overload. In such a network, the system must be designed so that
users can search easily for the messages on their specific
interests.

Persons with special expertise provide an additional level
of information to that of peers alone which we see as a very
important resource and stimulant. Guests or moderators were
present in almost every case of extended discussion that we
identified. At the same time, since both of our networks
included experts, we cannot say what might occur in a network
defined to include only peers. The networks we surveyed were
also ones in which a variety of levels of knowledge and expertize
were present.
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(2) Ways to Structure Discussion

The three main interests expressed by the science teachers
specific information, discussion of issues and experiences,

and a feeling of connected'as to others -- dictate. in addition
to a large membership 814a, that tne network be designed to
present and structure thoughtful discussion. These structures
include (a) system design features and (b) moderators.

(a) System Design Features

Topic Identification: How the major topics are labeled and
organized for the user to review and select, and how, within an
area, messages are organized and potentially reviewed, are the
critical means by which topics are organized. Some systems use a
tree structure for topics, in which major topics are broken into
subtopics. Some syatemy also have a message "threading" feature:
in the LIES, Cosy and other systems, when a message is written
the author defines it as a response to a previous message, or a
new one. If it is a response to another message, it is tagged
with the same topic line. The reader can then review a chain of
messages on that topic. Common Ground, designed to be a small
system to run on a microcomputer, does not have these features
and is less complicated and easier to use than some others, as a
result. In Common Ground the user can review messages by
"keyword,' which is any word appearing in a topic line, with a
similar result to message Lhreading. It seems that in either
kind of system (with or without message threading), a sense of
fragmentation of topics can occur. EIES system designer Murray
Turoff (1987) listed the fragmentation associated with message
threading as one problem in system design. At the same time, we
nave found fragmentation of topics a characteristic of Common
Ground output as well.

Encouraging Thoughtful Writing: We noted a range of writing
styles, and examples of discussions on complex topics that
entailed more reflective vs. more impulsive writing styles.
System features can encourage participants to tame more care in
writing by making it easy for them to upload messages. The MIX
system now encourages participants, through choices provided in
the menu to download messages, to write responses off line and
upload them later.

We cannot make specific recommendations about system design,
but only note that the simplicity of Common Giouna was satisfying
to a number of users who had also used other systems. The
direction of development of LIES is now to provide the user means
to tailor their own system features (TEIES), recognizing that
users with different purposes need different ways to organize
exchanges (Turoff, 1987).

(b) Moderators
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What moderators ,.:an do. Moderators can neip organize
discussion in many ways on a network, ranging from simply
deleting old messages or re- sending messages tnat would seem of
interest but haven't been answered, to extensive social
facilitation -- welcoming new members, putting members with
similar Interests in touch with each other, and encouraging
participation eitner explicitly or implicitly (by adding to a
topic themselves). More than this, moderators may be important
in the modelling of styles of communication tnat are most
effective for the network goalm. Furthermore, it may be that,
the larger the network, or the more tnat system features fragment
topics into separate streams, the more important is the
moderator's role in overseeing the network. In our Common Ground
networks which were small and where topics were relatively easy
to follow, the moderator's help in organizing discussion was
still useful. More than this, a skillful moderator can weave
together a wealth of interesting information and discussion with
only a few participants, as shown by the Earth Science Forum of
the Science Teachers' Network. This forum included our best
examples of discussion except for tne Teaching Forum; discussions
took place among the moderator, several guests, an ETC staff
member and a few teachers.

What moderators cannot do. This forum also made it clear
that no amount of skillful moderation could increase
participation if interest and knowledge of a topic were not
present -- there were very few earth science teachers in the
Science Teachers' Network. In addition, simply exhorting people
to participate was not an effective moderator style. One
moderator in the Lab Sites even offered a email financial
incentive to encourage people '...o log in, and this was also
unsuzcessful. In these two networks, tne essential motivation
for writing was clearly an interest in communicating on the given
topic. A useful moderato, tactic is eitner to make a comment
simply acknowledging or thanking an author for a particular
offering, or to make a substantive comment on the topic itself.
Still, there is probably no one approach to be used in all
contexts; moderators probably have decide what is most nelpful in
each different social/topical situation.

(3) Additional Information Resources in Database Form

Since a number of our science teachers reported that they
enjoyed using other local networks (e.g. the University of
Lowell network, and the U. Mass Physics Forum) in wnich lessons
or other teaching materials were available for downloading,
access to databases which include such materials would probably
be welcomed by many teachers. Ofcourse teachers may also enjoy
accessing and searching library materials. Teachers can now do
this through existing library facilities; the only issue is
whether some integration of these facilities within a network
which also has discussion facilities would be warranted. A
primitive example of such a facility is that designed by Bank
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Street College, in which the Bank Street Writer is integrated
with dataoase program. Participants create their own cataoases,
whicn man oe aiterea and sent as reaular messages. In this way
it is possible for students to collect data under predefines
categories ano to share it with each other. Teachers or students
may wish to select certain variables within the total data set
and review the data for relations among the variables. It is
also possible for teachers to send out tests ..-or students to
complete. This particular facility is designed so that specific
classroom projects can be carried out and thus fails more into
the category of Common Task Networks, discussed further below:
but it could also possibly be an exciting adjunct facility in a
common interest network which would allow teachers to design data
collection ana other projects which could not oe carried out
without a database facilty.

(5) Supplementing Telecommunications with Other Forms of
Communication

Many collegial exchange networks have found it helpful to
send out newsletters and to arrange for face-to-face meetings of
their members. The first is helpful because members who have not
logged in for a while can be updated on what is availavle on the
network, which may interest them in logging in again. The second
is helpful oecause meeting face-to-face allows people to learn
much more about each other than is possible through network
communications alone, enriching the understanding that can take
place in future network communications.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMMON TASK NETWORKS

(I) Understanding the Communications Needs of the
Task

Whereas the purposes of a collegial exchange network are
loose and open-ended, the usefulness of a computer network to a
particular task depends on the nature of the task and the
qualities of communications through computers. Although
telecommunications offers speed and equal access by members to
public communications, its disadvantages are the possioly varying
times at which members will receive their messages, possible
fragmentation of topics, and the ambiguity in written
communications in general inherent in the lack of nonverbal
cues. The many applications of computer-based communication in
education now include distance course delivery, collaborative
data collection and analysis efforts among geographically
dispersed sites, supplementing in-person workshops for curriculum
development or implementation efforta, discussions between
teacher/students and guest scientists or other specialists,
penpal activities between classrooms, and many kinds of classroom
projects involving communications within or between schools. The
reader is referred to the Bibliography for research reports on
these efforts. Our own experience, conversations with Denies
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Newman and others at Bank Street College. Grill Wigley of the MIX
network, and Mark O'Shea at the Farleigh Dickensen University and
the New Jersey Institute of Technology, indicate that (1) a
network must serve real needs for communication among members or
it will not be used; (2) if a task is designed to be carried out
over a network, the logistical difficulties of network
communications must be forseen, such as whether members can be
relied upon to read their mail at the time needed.

CHOOSING APPLICATIONS

The constructive use of ambiguity in message content, an
ambiguity sustained by the medium's asynchronicity, may
facilitate the expression and integration of different points of
view into a discussion. ETC and other research on topic
development suggests that tasks needing diverse interpretations,
througn expansive and perhaps even playful interactions, might
thrive in this medium (see Black et al., 1983; Levin, Kim & Reil,
1968; Waugh et al., 1986). As discussed above, sociological
research compir..ng group problemsolving tasks in face-to-face
groups with that in computer conferencing found wider group
participation in the computer conferences (Kerr & Hiltz, 1982).
How written electronic interactions can beat build upon this
quality needs to be explored by exalkining the success of
different network tasks and top:ca. Such analyses are being made
by James Levin and Naomi Miyake (see Waugh et al., 1988).

Teachers' ir .eractions on the two ETC networks suggest that
they seek a host of practical and specific information that they
can apply immediately to their teaching work. At the same tine,
although topical Interest may be the eig.-,_-ntial common ground that
allows interactions to begin among unt.4uainted profssionals,
many teachers also valued social aspects of their interactions.
Improvements in system design and decreases in cost of use in the
future will allow telecommunications to better serve teachers'
needs. The systems alone, however, provide only tne medium for
activities, whose social and task characteristic& determine the
nature of interactions. The design of the activities themselves,
whether to support teachers' expressed needs or to bring about
change in the educational system more generally, is the greater
challenge. Network planners thus need to work together with
teachers, staff developers and others who have experience and
ideas about what activities will work beat for particular goals.
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COMMON
GROUND

BY CHRIS HANCOCK
mom.=

The user-friendliness of this microcomputer-based
conferencing system derives from its easy-to-visualize functions

IN THE COURSE of putting together
a computer-based conference for
science teachers my colleagues and
I wound up writing a complete con-
ferendng syner tut runs on a micro-
computer. Its called Common
Ground. and we think Its the best in
its class. In this article I'S talk about
the program and some of the think-
ing that went into its design. and I'll
present some of the program's inter-
nal structures. I'll also discuss one
Issues to consider in running your
own conference using Common
Ground.

. The Educational Technology Center
is an organization funded by the Na-
tional Institute of Education and
based at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education. Its mission s to
study how computers and other new
technologies might help improve the
teaching of math. science and com-
puting. On problem wive been look-
ing at is the isastion of science
teachers: Many science teachers.
especially In rural areas. have very
limited opportunities to share ideas
with colleagues or to find out what's
new and interening in their scientific
fields. Computer conferendng seems
.to be one promising way to address

the problem. Vk ve been putting
together an experimental computer-
based conference for science
teachers in order to see the ways it
might help.

Vk needed our conferendng soft-
ware to satisfy several requirements.
First. it had to be easy to understand
and use: this was our single most im-
portant criterion. At the same time it
needed to be a real conferendng sys-
tem wi,:h enrolled participants. full
capabilities for private messages. flex-
ible organization of public discus-
sions and effective ways of searching
trot* messages to find what you're
looking for. Finally. we wanted a sys-
tem that would run on a midocorn-
puter.

School distrids. like many other
organizations. have modest budgets.
and for most of them a large com-
puter is out of reach. Of course there
are limitations to using a microcom-
puter. For the time being, at least.
most micros can support only one
user at a time This imposes a pier
hard limit on thr urtal number of par-
ticipants. but the limit is not as low as
one might think. provided people's
schedules are varied enough. Vile have
seen a conference with as many as
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100 regular participants run comfort-
ably on a micro. Given that one of our
goals Is to develop a strong con-
ference community, more than 100
people would probably be InielliP
able anyway. The 01111401r4t114510
limit also means that =Mon* you
do get a busy signal when you cat
and you have to try again later. This
wouldn't do for businesses where
messages need to get through quick-
ly and without fall. but for our applica-
tion that isn't so crude!.

AN EASY SYST1DA TO USE
Vile couldn't find the system we
wanted, so I wrote it. St feel that its
simplicity and ease of use are a
design triumph. The single most im-
portant reason for this Is the spatial
metaphor around which the system is
structured. St picture the Common
Ground system as a building with
rooms in it. Every enrolled pertidpare
has a private office that no one else
can get into Private mail J n 7o a par-

loiNsw4
CM; Hand Is a poled associate attic-
saes Educational Whig* Cater (ad-
man 337. Hensel Gib* Sdial of
Education, 6 Apritax Way, Casthtliee. MA
02138).
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COMMON GROUND

tidpant is delivered to ulat person's
office. The twilding also has other
moms called iorurns. that anyone can
visit. Each forum is devot,x1 to a par-
ocular discussion topic

The pow of the spatial metaphor
is that It makes It easy to understand
the state of the program ("where" you
are in it) at any moment. Most interac-
tive programs can change their states
in a couple of ways: The data that Is
active or loaded may change (for s-
ample. you might load a new text file
into a word-processor buffer) or the
current mode may change (for exam-
ple. in a database program you might
go from record-definition mode to
data-entry mode). In the Common
Ground system. the Idea of moving
from room to room stands for a
change of 'dive data When you are
in your office. you have access to your
personal mail: if you move to a public
form. you have access to the public
mail there. As for modes. 1 have con-
sciously worked to keep the number
to a minimum. In fact. for the ordinary
user there are just three modes. The
main mode has just 10 commands.
Then there's messageentry mode.
where you type In your messages. The
third mode Is the text edftor which
can be avoided by novices. (There are
also rectal modes for the operator
and other privileged users.) The main-
mode commands are as follows:

acan: lists the messages in the current
Mom.
read: reads messages in the current
room. The scan and read commands
both accept qualifiers that select ^lee
sages in the room, based on t: Ate.
author. topic. and whether you've
read them before.
send: sends a message to any room
or combination of rooms. The send
command features a line editor for
ton who want to edit their mes-
sages before sending their
scout lists all forums on the system
and the number of new (for you) mes-
sages in each one
visit: lets you move from room to
room.
home: takes you back to your own
office.

ass BYTE OtCD410 1119

whole: provides information about a
participant or a forum.
set lets you change your password as
well as specify the width and height
of your screen.
help: provides full on-line documen-
tation.
bye: ends the session.

The short sample session shown in
figure I gives the flavor of the system.
As you can see. private and public
mail is real and sent in pretty much
the same ,lay. using the read. scan.
and son. commands. Their effect
simply depends on what room you're
in and what room(s) you send mes-
sages to This is a good example of
the design principle known as or-
thogonality: One set of features
operates independently from another
set. with every possible combination
having a meaning.

Orthogonality is prized by software
people because It generally lets you
express a lot in terms of just a few
bask concepts. Sometimes though.
an orthogonal structure forces you to
abandon your commonsenrt under-
standing of the application in favor of
a more abstract one This trade-off
came up in the issue of groups and
forums. Besides participants and
forums. there is one other kind of en-
tity to which you can address a mes-
sage: a group. Groups do not corre-
spond to rooms in the system. In-
stead. each group has a membership
list. and any message sent to that
group is distributed to the offices of
all members of the group. Member-
ship in groups is controlled: you have
to ask to be enrolled in them. Groups
are intended for topics that are con-
fidential or urgent.

So groups and forums differ in two
ways: Groups have restricted access.
while forums have open access: and
group messages are delivered to their
members, while forum messages go
to a room of their own. Thinking or-
thogonally. it's possible to imagine
two other kinds of entities: forums
with limited access. so that not every-
one can visit them: and groups with
free access. which participants can
enroll in at will (perhaps using corn-
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mends like subscribe and cancel. to
invoke the homedelivery feature).

This time. we decided the
orthogonality wasn't worth it. For one
thing. It makes the solution more
complicated than the prth!em. For
almost any conceivable purpose one
of the existing options (forum or
group) will do just fine. Moreover a
lot of attention devoted to access and
privacy schemes would be out of
place in a system intended to pro-
mote a feeling of community?. The
other important consideration was
simplicity. Forums and groups we
easy to understand: The words
"forum" and "group" resonate well
with the way they actually seek on the
system. Abstracting out the two
dimensions they differ on would lose
us that valuable intuitive base unless
we devoted a lot of effort and ern-
phasis to a more extended metaphor
(perhaps involving keys or secret pass-
words to forum rooms. which begins
to seem more like an adventure
game!).

DESIGN ISSUES
The most important work in produc-
ing a piece of software like C 'mon
Ground is not implementing a but
specifying itdesigning the Ivey it will
appear to users. Furthermore In order
to decide how the program should
behave you need. in effect. to design
all the activities that will take place
around the program. It is vital to
recognize that the software system
functions as a part of a larger system
of human and technical interactions.
As the principle of top-down design
implies, the first task is to design that
larger system and then to proceed
down to the computer program itself.
Design decisions at the top level will
have implicadora for the design of the
actual program.

In principle this Is true for any pro-
gramit b crucial in the case of a can-
puter conferendng program for two
reasons. First. computer conferendng
consists of more than just the running
of a computer program. Second.
b.lcause computer conferendng 1s in
its infancy there are plenty of open
questions concerning how a con-
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ference should be run. These are also
the reasons why our eventual goal is
to produce a package that includes,
In addition to software an extensive
guide to running an educational (or
other) computer-based conference

V. began our top4evel design work

by looking at the different kinds of
problems that computer conferences
can run into and thinking about ways
to solve them. One of our conclusions
was that a successful computer con-
ference must have people working in
several different roles. which are de-

scribed In the following sections. The
existence d these roles has In turn af-
fected how the software is designed.
Naturally: the importance ot these
roles varies with the type of con-
ference hi a very informal conference

miguari

COMMON GROUND version 1.0

E1C Science leeches' Network Pilot

codenwrie: fed
password:
*ad logged in et 3:17 PM July 14. 1985

free > mei

message 414 from chris filed July 14, 1985 9:17 AM
re: just saying hi

message 400 from donh Ned July 12. 1965 12:28 PM
re: how about en AP physics forum

massage 325 from cju bed June 22, 19i.3 725 PM
re: twilit=

feed a. read new

meg no 400 fled 1228 PM July 12. 1985
from donh
to beam feed auk
re: how about an AP physics forum
Mi folle l n thinking about proposing the va ea up
a new forum for discussing problems and ideas for
teaching AP physics. One thing the forum could
work toward would be a Wes ol tried and true
lab experiments. I know you have taught the course.
Viould any ol you be interested in such a true Do
you know who else would bt?
OK to oleos? n
not released.

meg no 414 Red 9.17 AM July 14, 1985
from this
to fred

jue saying t.
Mi Pad, how have you been lateP I
thought 01 you yesterday when I was
buying vegetables Well, see you
Isar /ohne
OK to release? y
message 414 released

1red > send
to: chris
re: hi

eller tea, terminated by

That amazing. I thought ei you uterdey
when I was feeding my "My f wonder
If It was at the same moment? IF

send, MOW edit abort (stela): s

Aid > SCOW
forum a new messages

whales 0
rib 0

mem C,

soft 6
nag 11

holey 2
moo 2

fried > visit haley

_honey a. scan
massage 357 from ranee *A Jut/ 4 19851;02 PM

it ousels radio dee
message 330 from chris Iliad June 23. 1965 9:33 AM

re: IsiescoPes
>message 319 from Ws Sod June 21, 1965 11:41 AM

re: WI lo the lecture
message 315 from wise Sid Jure 20. 1965 7:14 PM

re: comet holey
message 291 from sburt Aid June* 198511:18 PM

re: I need telescope advice
message 290 tom kim filed June * 198511:14 PM0...

_way > ned 330

meg no 330 Bled 9:33 AM June 2a 1985
from chris
to Owl honey
is 1111011COPIS

Hi Susan! Ise just heard the if you
vent to get a good view of Halley%
comet you should get a telescope WS
a short local length. This is because
the cornet will be dispersed over VW *y

.1044 times bigger than the now
ich ris

a. bye
1,14-
4446%

Figure 1: A sample session on Common Ground. The user reads three private mail messages, sends a plate mail message. checks
*w any new activity in the 1011IMS, visits the halley forum, and reads a message there.
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COMMON GROUND

Many would-be

participants never get

over the initial hump

of learning to use

a conferencing system.

with computer-literate participants. all
the jobs can easily be done by one
person.

Us us' TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
Many would-be participants never get
over the initial hump of learning to
use a conferencing system. Connect-
ing ones modem. figuring out how to
use the communications package: set-
ting communication parameters, dial-
ing up the system. logging in, and
navigating the conferencing system
itselfevery one of these is difficult
the first (and second) time and is an
opportunity to get snagged. A few
technical problems. compounded
with bad documentation and a
general distrust of computers on the
part of the usP, hmve put a quick end
to many a novice's conferendk
career.

Our response to this was twofola.
First. we decided that if the con-
ference participants are not experi-
enced with computers. then it is vital
for the conference to have a technical
support person who helps novice
users with the conferencing system
and with their own communications
equipment and software (ri hand-
holding session is often the best way
to get over the initial hump). The sup-
port person should be available
whenever users have technical prob-
lems or questions.

Second. we have worked very hard
to make the system as easy to under-
stand and use as possible We have
kept the number of commands to a
minimum. The metaphor of forum
rooms and private offices helps
tremendously because it makes it
easy to picture what's going on when
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you're using the system. It's also worth
noting that in trying to make the
system simple I chose a command;
driven structure rather than a menu-
driven one, and that the commands
are entire words, not single letters (ac-
tually, the words can be abbriviated
but we don't emphasize that fact to
novices). It is generally assumed that
menus with one-letter options are the
most user-friendly way for an interac-
tive program to work. However. this
is really the case only when the pro-
gram itself is the users only resource
for help. It is not the case when (1) the
program is meant to be used often.
at 1200 or 300 bits per second. and
(2) there is someone to teach the user
how to work the system. Under those
conditions, commands are better
because you don't have to sit through
the menu display every time and en-
tire words are better because people
who aren't computer oetoerts relate
better to words than to codes. This is
a good example of how considering
the human activities in the conference
has affected the design of the
software.

RELUCTANCE TO PARTICAPATE
Participants who do learn how to use
the system often don't make any con-
tribution to the discussion. They feel
uncomfortable with the medium.
After all. it can be scar, to put your
opinions and questions out in public
view, when you can't wen see who's
reading your message and how
they're responding to it. It's a discon-
certing experience to write a message
and get no acknowledgment back.
What did people think? Was the mes-
sage Irrelevant? Was it dumb?

This too. has affected our software
design. First. we recognize the ',slue
of small scale in a conference P huge
enrollment contributes strongly to the
anonymous feeling that makes people
reluctant to participate. This is one of
the main reasons why we were happy
to run OW' conference on a microcom-
puter. It is also why Common Ground
is not designed as an open access sys-
tem. One of the roles we envision in
the running of a computer conference
is the ' embership coordinator. This
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person decides who gets to par-
ticipate In the conference and keeps
in touch with members about what-
ever administrative issues arise The
membership coordinator is also the
chief steward (participants can be
Oven stewarding privileges which
enable them to add participants to
the system. create and delete forums
and groups, change people's pass-
words and so on).

In addition to limiting scale we have
also consciously limited the function
of the conferencing system: It 'Is
meant to be used for having discus-
sions. not for =hanging computer
programs keeping databases or 6r-
chivIng old messages. These am fume-
dons that would dilute the trace of
community that helps to make good
discussion possible and would also
make the system more complicated to
use

Finally, the program eorpects every
forum to have a moderate. Unlik the
other roles listed here moderators for
the various discussions will normally
be drawn from the general cadent=
membership. Although the technique
of moderating a computer-based con
ference is not yet well understood
writers on computer conferendng
agree that it Is very important to have
a moderator who keeps discussions
on track. elicits comments from par-
ticipants. and ensures that everyone
feels rewarded for their participation.
In the Common Ground system.
moderator privileges include moving
messages in and out of the forum and
editing the topic headers of messages
in the forum so that they more dear-
ly reflect message content.

CONTENT
The bottom line is this: If the content
on the network Isn't interesting and
important to the participants. the/
won't participate. Nies just communi-
cating by computer ic fun. and for
some of us that's enough to hold our
interest. But for most people, after the
novelty has worn off. computer con-
ferencing has to compete with other
dully pressures. If they don't perceive
the experience as worthwhile. theyi
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COMMON GROUND

leave. In some cases this means that
a computer conference Isn't appro-
priate Many computer-based con-
ferences have failed because they
dm *-1 '11 °,1-t-'111

a com-
puter-based , is appropri-
ate somebody needs to be con-
cerned with maintaining worthwhile
content. The "content coordinator
keeps watch over the discussions. ar-
ranges for special guests or events on
the system. and in general vies to pro-
mote interesting and valuable discus-
sion content in the srem. This par-
son Is also the system's chief
moderator.

After all this talk about human roles
it's still true that you can't have a com-
puter conference if your computer
isn't working. That's why a conference
also needs a system operator. The
sysop takes the system up and down.
worries about harchare and periodi-
4,11

CMPONCNT INCIPOINTS

oily runs file-maintenance routines
The Common Ground program starts
up in operator mode. The operator
can start a local Common Ground ses-
sion at the console or put the pro-
gram in wait mode (waiting for a call
to come in). The operator can control
monitoring of calls at the screen or at
the printer. In addition. whenever a
call is in progress the operator can
"butt in' -that Is. make the console
share the remote users input and out-
put. This is intended mainly as a way
to help novice uses. It lets the
operator type in commands for users,
right before their eyes. and explain
what's happening step by step.

PRINCIPAL. DATA STRucruREs
I developed Common Ground using
Tinto Pascal on a DEC Rainbow Plus
with a hard disk. The complete pro-
gram is about 5000 lines long. The
system's data is kept in three random-

access files: the recipients file. the
message directory. and the message-
body file.

Each component of the recipients
file is a Pascal record containing com-
plete information about a redpient
("recipient" is the general term Aloe
to mean a person. forum. or group--
anything you can send a message to).
including Its full name and a list of its
current message numbers. or. In the
case of a group its membership list.
Every time a new recipient Is added
to the system. a new record is ap-
pended to the file. As you can see in
figure 2. a recipient's position in the
file (its component number) is used
throughout the program to stand for
that redpleot

The message directory contains al!
the information about messages ex-
cept for their actual content. Each
component is a record that holds the
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Figure 2: An ample of Common Crowe' three data files. showing how the different components wiv linked tc melodist The
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COMMON GROUND

While the limit of

one user at a time

is not a serious one,

it would obviously be

nice to overcome it.

messages author. ad.-Luse-es. topic
header. time and date of filing, and a
pointer to the location in the message-
body file where the text of the mes-
sage can be found. Since messages
are periodically purged and message
numbers keep increasing throughout
the life of the system. the entry for a
message can't be stored in the corn-
ponent with the same number. In-
stead. the component number for a
message entry is computed by a
hashing function. Hashing collisions
are resolved by the quadratic probe
technique (if the component you want
is full. look at the next one: if that's
full. look at the one four positions
away: if that's full too. look nine posi-
tions away. and so on).

The message-body file is a random-
access file of tufts containing the ac-
tual text of messages. It's a file of
strings because you can't have ran-
dom access to an ordinary text file:
the components all have to be the
same size. Because of the limit on the
number of components in a random-
access Pascal file (64.000). the mes-
sage-body fit is actually imple-
mented as a sequence of files Every
time a message is sent. its text is ap-
pended to this file.

Let's look more closely at what hap-
pens when a message is sent. Sup-
pose that user chris sends a message
addressed to sburt (a person) and
halley (a forum). as shown in the sam-
ple session in figure I. Here's what
happens:

1,* body of the message is ap-
pended to the message -body file and
tht message is assigned the next avaiI-
able number (330 in this example).
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330 hashes to component 58 of the
message directory so the information
about this message. Including where
its text can be found in the message-
body file. is stored there

The number 330 is appended to the
mail lists for sburt and Miley in the
recipients file.

When sburt logs in and types read
new in her office. one of the messages
the will see will be number 330. After
displaying the message. Common
Ground will ask her If it's okay to
release ft. If she says yes, the number
330 will be removed from her current
message list: if not. ft will be flagged
as read (by changing it to a 33C) so
that ft won't be displayed the next
time she enters rose new.

As time goes by. fie system begins
to fill up. Sow* of the recipients have
been deleted by stewards and are
using up space in the recipient file.
Some messages are -dead.- having
been released from every room they
were sent to The purging process
goes like this:

The unused slots in the recipient file
are freed for future use This doesn't
mean that any records are moved
around In the recipients file Instead.
all references to the numbers of
deleted recipients are changed. For
example suppose chris was deleted
from the system and a new person.
freida. was added in position I. If
message 330 were still around. ft
would now display as though ft had
been sent by freida. lb avoid this. the
purging process will change message
330's author from I to 0. which will
display as -deleted-.

A binary search tree of all active
message numbers is built in main
memory. containing all message
numbers found in any active-message
list in the recipients Me

The program scans through the
message directory. zeroing out the
message numbers of messages that
are no longer active and recording. in
the active-message tee the message-
body file pointers for all active mes-
sages

The message-body file is collapsed.
using the pointer information in the

4C

active message tree. The text of active
messages is moved back over the
space occupied by inactive message
text.

Me header file is rehashed because
the entries for active messages might
now be out of position due to colli-
sions with messages that are no
longer active

WHAT YOU NEED
Common Ground will run on a DEC
Rainbow (running MSDOS version ,

2.11 or later) or an IBM Personal Com-
puter or compatible. For a big con-
ference and optimal response time.
you should have a hard disk with be-
tween 1 and 10 megabytes devoted
to the conference. but you can also
have a decent conference with a pair
of floppy-disk drives. A third floppy-
disk drive will increase the maximum
number of active messages from ap-
proximately 300 to 500. also
need an auto-answer modem that can
run at 300 bits per second. 1200 bps
or both. The original Common
Ground system was developed with a
Multi-lech 30011200 modem. but it
will also work with a Hryes 1200 and
most compatible modems. )Editors
note: The *ea code for COMM Grows( is
mailable for tivenloarling from BYTEset
Listings at (617) 8614764.)

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
While the limit of one user at a time
Is not a serious one for our present
purposes. ft would obviously be nice
to overcome ft. If and when multitask-
ing MSDOS and 'Bubo Pascal be-
come available ft win be possible to
have more than one user logged in at
a time However. the most exciting
next step for the systemane one
that doesn't have to waft for new tech-
nologyis the interconnection of
Common Ground systems. This will
allow participants on one system to
send messages to participants on
other systems. as users of FidoNet are
currently able to do. It will also allow
a Joint forum discussion to be shared
by two or more nodes. The actual
message transfers will normally hap-
pen automatically at night. when
phone rates are lower. is
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I. CONTEXT OF THE NETWORK

The major goal of the Lab Sites computerconferencing effort was to
facilitate communication among members of the Lab Sites Project. Tne computer
conference was provided to supplement facetoface communications, and the
research aimed to describe how project members would use the medium. Within
this, Network staff were especially interes sd in the kinds of discussions
that would occur, and in whether teachers would use tne Network for reflective
discussion of their subject and practice, as well as for more practical matters.

An evaluation of the Lab Sites computer conference required that we
understand communications in general among project members, that we interpret
the role of conputerbased communications within forms of all communication.
Therefore we needed to characterize group communication both on and off the
Network. To achieve tae later goal, the following descriptions attempt to
characterize each group in terms of their task and the content and direction
of communication off the Network.

A. Context of the Geometry Innovation

The geometry innovation was a yearlong attempt to improve the teaching
and learning of geometry through integration of inductive reasoning into the
traditional geometry curriculum. The project was based on the Geometric
Supposer software which was designed to facilitate this type of thinking.
The project provided teacher support for this change in approach. While the
science group sought to overcome technological barriers, the geometry group
faced the challenge of assimilating this new form of teaching into existing
curriculum. Although group members differed in a number of respects, including
school setting and student ability, they shared the common experience of
adjusting to change in approach to teaching geometry. In addition, most had
some previoup experience with microcomputers.

The struggles associated with the adjustment of teaching practice were
reflected in monthly meetings soon after the beginning of the project.
Meeting minutes reveal that after an initial period of emphasis on logistical
ccacerns, the group began to share their experiences and reactions to the
innovation. The majority of meetings seem rich with discussion of how use
of the Geometric Supposer challenges and uncovers a variety of approaches to
teaching and learning geometry.

The advisor structured meetings to encourage teachers to share experiences.
He began with an agenda and list of issues for discussion, and using these
as a catalyst, attempted to facilitate a "round table" discussion among
teachers. As a result, teachers looked to both the advisor and their colleagues
for support throughout the implementation process. Teachers participated in
discussions and soon began to take shared responsibility to lt_-ning together
as an intellectual community. As hoped, a "sound table" exchange evolved,
where each member of the group communicated with others by offering and
lirteaing to contributions. The advisor became both colleague and leader by
acting to keep things on target and encouraging discussion, as well as
sharing his experiences in teaching with the Geometric Supposer.
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His style VIPs one of running the meetings to foster use of the inductive
approach he wanted them to use with students. In summary, both the nature
of the innovation and structure of meetings may have encouraged teachers to
pay less attention to their differing backgrounds and to develop the support
community necessary to acquire comfort and expertise with such an innovation.

The common experience of using a dramatically new form of teaching may
have led to the need for support from others sharing their experience --
making discussions between teachers a natural development. Together with
advisor visits to schools, the need for collegial support was met by the
interactions among the teachers.

B. Context of the Science Innovation

Tbs focus of the science innovation was to teach certain science concepts
and distinctions using microcomputerbased labs (MBL). This year's work looked
closely at the implementation of a unit on heat and temperature. A key element
in this application was the teacher's ability to recognize and respond to "rich
moments" where students can challenge and rethink their understanding of a
concept.

The implementation of the heat and temperature innovation differed from
the others in a number of respects. While the geometry and programming
innovations took a school year or a semester to complete, respectively, the
heat and temperature unit took approximately two weeks. In addition, the
teachers involved in the project taught a variety of science subjects at
different levels; making it necessary to integrate the unit at different
points in the year. According to the advisor, for many members of this
group there was an "out of sight, out of mind" attitude, where teachers did
not think about the unit after its completion, and were not motivated
to communicate with other teachers using the unit at a different time.
Added to this were dieferences between the teachers in their approach to
science and science teaching. Chile some teachers were trained mainly in
the teaching of science, others with additional training in the sciences
combined this with their own continued explorations in science. Furthermore,
this group was the least familiar with computers. In fact, a number of
teachers had never turned on a computer. All of these factors contributed
to the diversity of the group, which in turn was reflected in the diversity
of their application and discussions of the heat and temperature unit.

The project began with a barrage of difficulties with the MBL equipment.
Combined with the computer naivete of most of the teachers, this made the
technology doubly frustrating and a major hurdle for the teachers to overcome.
The .Advisor of this group was an invaluable resource for these teachers,
both at school and at meetings, at this point and throughout the year, as
they attempted to resolve trouble with equipment and gain comfort with
computers.
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This preoccupation with the technology itself as opposed to the issues
surrounding its implementation was reflected in monthly group meetings in
which the technology was an intimidating focus for most of the group, and
where the advisor served as a resource to relieve this anxiety. Meeting
minutes show that the topics at meetings were generally of a technical or
logistical nature, with very few spontaneous discussions by teachers of the
more abstract issues of teaching and learning which underlie the integration
of the unit. It seems that concern with the technology itself needed to be
eliminated before teachers could feel comfortable moving toward more abstract
questions -- something which may have been particularly difficult for teachers
new to computers and with fragile peripheral equipment. The structure of comm-
unication at meetings way such that the advisor served as an expert colleague
and fountain of encouragement from which teachers drew "free advice", rather
than a "round table" discussion between all participants with the advisor
serving as facilitator.

In addition to their general naivete about the technology itself, the
fact that the teachers were teaching the unit at different times, had different
interests, and different levels of mastery of the technology, may also have
contributed to the observed minimal need for communication between teachers,
both about the technology and the issues surrounding its implementation.

Attempts were made by Lab Sites staff to move the topic away from technology
and toward the more abstract issues of teaching and learning with MBL, and
from a focus on communication between the advisor and the teachers toward
discussions amongst the teachers. Although such attempts had an initial
influence, the group soon returned to their original discussion format. It
is interesting to note that for the most part, the teachers who became
involved in discussions of more abstract issues, either spontaneously or
when prompted, were the teachers who were more comfortable with technology
at the beginning of the project, and who felt free to focus on issues,
rather than on the technology itself.

In sqmmary, the science group can be characterized as diverse in interests,
backgrounds, and teaching schedules. Combined with an attention to the
technology itself, this led to a group wb.-Jse members had very little to say
to each other at meetings regarding teaching with technology, bvt which did
have a great deal to gain from tapping their best resource -- an advisor who
filled their need for support.

C. Context of the Programming InnOvation

The programming innovation was a semester-long attempt to integrate the
ETC-developed programming Metacourse into traditional introductory courses
in BASIC. The central goal of this process was to improve students'
understanding of BASIC and their ability to write programs. In comparison
to the science and geometry innovations, which faced technological obstacles
and fundamental changes in teaching method, respectively, the implementation
of the Metacourse went fairly smoothly. Although the programming teachers
had very different classroom situations, they all shared a comfort with this
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use of the technology, and with the content and process of teaching an
introductory BASIC course. This familiarity made the integration of the
Metacourse lessons a fairly easy adaption. For these teachers, demands came
not from the technology or the challenges to teaching presented by an innovation,
but from understanding and following the implementation details that were
associated with the evaluation being made of the Metacourse. This included
struggling with a detailed script and lesson plan designed by someone else,
and utilizing the Metacourse with various levels of student ability. According
to the advisor, the Metacourse was designed t be like a vitamin shot, but
for some it turned out to be much more when attempting to integrate the unit
into teaching style and curriculum. The research interests of the programming
advisor and staff, together with the teachers' concern with the same issues,
led the group to focus primarily on research concerns, with consideration of
teaching issues as an offshoot.

The attention to research was Apparent at grOup meetings where discussions
developed under a research "umbrella". As in the geometry group, the programming
research group structured meetings with an agenda and issues identified for
discussion. Meetings were organized with attention to the research, with
teacher reflection on teaching process resulting from this concentration. Topics
included distribution of materials, refinement of classroom data collection
methods, and gathering teacher feedback in order to sculpt the Metacourse.
Meeting minutes show that this tended to generate a meeting pattern where
the researchers went around the room asking teachers to give impressions of
the Metacourse units. Rarely did teachers have self-generated discussions
amongst themselves. A "round table" format of discussion therefore did not
characterize this group, rather any discussion between teachers regarding
teaching issues seemed to be a result of advisor-initiated exchange on the
overriding research agenda. While the advisors of the science and programming
groups acted as both colleague and leader, the teachers and researchers in
the programming group served as resources to one another, with the advisor
serving as an intellectual linker and the teachers acting as research advisors.

In comparison to the geometry group which required strong collegial
support as they adapted teaching practice, and the science group which
demanded a great deal of technical assistance, the programming group faced
neither of these challenges. Their need for support was met by frequent
visits to schools and meetings which addressed teacher and researcher concerns
with the research agenda.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NETWORK

The Lab Sites Network was implemented in order to provide an additional
channel of communication among Lab Sites participants. It was hoped that
communication would include reflections of teaching practice and that the
Network would serve to unify teachers during periods when they were unable
to meet face-to-face. A number of efforts were made to facilitate teachers'
logging-in to the Network and moving toward this type of discussion. These
included group and individual training, provision of access to equipment,
on-line biographies, 4.nd advisor attempts to encourage Network participation
both on and off the Network.
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A. Training

Training efforts began at the June 30-31, 1986, ETC conference called
"Teaching with Technology Through Guided Exploration". This two-day workshop
attempted to give Lab Sites participants an introduction to the Lab Sites
effort. On the first day a member of the Network staff delivered a 45-minute
presentation exploring the rationale and design of the Common Ground software
and its potential to connect Lab Sites participants. The second day of the
conference training began with a demonstration of the conferencing system
and an overview of telecommunications technology. Following this the teachers
were divided into groups and worked at computer stations to log-in and
negotiate Common Ground using CommWorks communications software. Each
member of a group logged-in and used one or two commands while the others
observed. In this way teachers either used or observed each Common Ground
command in use. Teachers left this session with a Common Ground manual and
a pamphlet prepared by Network staff to aide teachers in using CommWorks to
log-in to the Network.

To prepare for a December 5th meeting of the Lab Sites participants,
Network staff planned to present more advanced uses of Common Ground, as
well as procedures for uploading and downloading using CommWorks. It then
became apparent from conversations with teachers that many had not reached
this stage of use, and would be more comfortable with a review of this basic
log-in process and commands. In response to this request, the demonstration
went over these procedures as well as introduced using the CommWorks editor
for composing and sending messages. Network staff also provided teachers
with a list of local electronic bulletin boards in order to excite participants
about the potential of telecommunications for both personal and work related
tasks.

In addition to group instruction, a Network staff member visited each
school during the fall to provide individualized and more intensive training.
This was designed as handr-on individual or pair sessions where teachers
mastered logging-in to and using Common Ground. Teacher interviews show
that teachers preferred this type of training to group sessions, and would
have liked to have mastered telecommunications prior to beginning to learn
and integrate a teaching innovation in the classroom.

During October a half-day training session took place at Willis* High
School. At this time their system was set-up in the science supply closet
where a teacher had used it the previous year for another network. The
session began with the trainer and the liaison setting-up the equipment and
configuring the software to work with the school's phone system. After the
system was set-up teachers came alone or in pairs, and practiced logging-in
to the system and using Common Ground. Following this session the liai_ln
assisted the teachers in learning how to use AppleWorks in combination with
CommWorks in order to upload anJ download files.
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The teachers at Culver High School were also trained during October.
The system was up and running in the Teacher Resource Room and throughout
the morning teachers came alone or in pairs to learn to login and use
Common Ground. Attempts to provide additional training in uploading and
downloading techniques met an obstacle; the inservice day the liaison thought
was necessary in order for all teachers to participate was not available.

Training at Norville High School also took place during October. After
a few struggles getting through the phone system in the library computer
lab, all but two teachers were trained to login and use Common Ground. In
response to liaison requests for addit!onal training and for efforts to
excite teachers about telecommunications, Network staff sent an invitation
offering two mornings of training where teachers could seek assistance with
any area of telecommunications; including loggingin to Common Ground,
uploading and downloading, using other networks, and settingup equipment.
As many teachers were confronting busy schedules and had limited access to
the computer lab, only one teacher was able to attend during the twoday
period.

At Waynesboro High School, the trainer assisted in settingup equipment
in the Adult Education Office. Following this, all but one teacher was
trained to login and negotiate the Network. Training in this setting was
modified in order to familiarize inexperienced teachers with basic computer
operation. As in Norville, a second series of training sessions was advertised
through invitation and a reminder. The liaison also worked with teachers to
schedule a convenient time to take part in this training. As a result, all
but one teacher came to a second session during March where they practiced
loggingin to both the Lab Sites Network and other local bulletin boards.

At Belton High School training began with the location of a computer
which could be relocated from the science lab and used for telecommunications.
Once the computer was in place in the teacher's office, all but one participant
worked individually to login and negotiate Common Ground. In response to a
teacher's request to learn uploading and downloading, a second training
session was given to two teachers during March.

*The school names used here are the pseudonyms adopted by the Lab Sites
Project.



B. Access

In order to simplify training and learning among teachers, the Network
staff suggested the Lab Sites participants use Hayes modems and CommWorks
communications software. Following this suggestion, ETC received a donation
of Apple modems from Apple Computer Company. As a result, each school had
one or two modems for use with CommWorks. In addif.ion, three of the schools
were provided with Hewlett Packard portable computers. Network staff prepared
a onepage guide for using this computer and r'scommended that liaisons
develop a rotation schedule so each teacher would have the opportunity to
use the system once a week. Such a schedule never formally evolved. Additional
equipment was also provided to the Geometry teachers in early February in
order to provide each member with home access.

Overall, teacher's busy schedules, together with access difficulties,
combined to make it a strain for teachers to even login to tha Network, let
alone think through and write about their teaching practice. Advisors and
liaisons proposed that teachers do not have time at school to reflect on
teaching; rather they concentrate on matters at hand, and leave this type of
thinking for after school. This suggests that home access is ideal for a
computer conference which attempts to encourage reflective writing.

Teachers developed different ways of approaching these difficulties.
At Belton High School, teachers had students login and printout their
messages. One teacher at Willis assisted another by scanning her mail and
informing her if she received any messages.

At Waynesboro, until May when a phone line was installed in the computer
lab, teachers had to obtain a key to the Adult Education Office and connect
the system. According to teacher interviews, this procedure of seeing if
the office was free, getting the key, and plugging in the equipment, was
often too much to fit into an already busy day.

After an initial period of searching for and settingup equipment
during the Fall, a permanent station was arranged at Belton High School in
the computer lab. Although this location was fairly central for teachers,
meeting minutes and interviews indicate that the room was not always available,
and that teachers had to adjust their Network use after finding the Network
phone line busy between 2 and 3PM.

At Norville, access was a problem in a number of respects. First, the
location of the computer lab was inconvenient for many teachers. It was
also difficult for teachers to use the equipment while there was a class in
session or while students were using it to access other networks. Finally,
Norville teachers were cutoff from the Network during March when the town
of Norville installed a phone system which did not allow telecommunications.



After an initial period in the science supply closet at Willis, the
system was moved into the programming teacher's room. Even though this
teacher welcomed teachers in her classroom to use the system, interviews
show that teachers were hesitant 0 use the system while a class :Jim in
session or when tuey thought they were intreding on the teacher.

At Culver, the system remained in the Teacher Resource Room throughout
thr. year. According to teactT interviews, finding time to log-in was a
major obstacle for most teachers, and because of the large size of the
school, access to the equipment was a problem for some.

C. Moderation, Fora s, and Biographies

1. Moderation

Network and Lab Sites staff decided that the advisors of the groups
should assume the same role on the Network through their moderation efforts.
As in face-to-face meetings, two advisor/moderator would serve to facilitate
participation by encouraging teachers to log-in and actively participate.
Throughout the year, each advisor developed individual styles of moderation
for accomplishing this goal. While the science advisor directly requested
forum participation and asked questions regarding teaching with MBL, the geometry
advisor was somewhat less direct, and tended to structure his messages to
prompt teacher interest and response.

2. Forums

Once the Network was up and running, it became nEolessary to establish
discussion areaa, called "forums" in Common Ground. A5 a result, Network
staff began a forum for each group, as well as a forum for liaisons, biographies
(BIOG), general notices (NOTICES), and for technical questions (TECHNOTE).
In addition, at the request of the programming group, a forum was added for
the group to exchange programming exercises.

3. Biograpnies

In order to get teachers comfortable with logging-in to the system and
using Common Ground, Network staff introduced the idea of online teacher
biographies. During the initial meeting of the Lab Sites participants,
teachers were asked to submit a biography to the BIOG forum. To assist them
in this process, Network staff wrote instructions on the procedure and
offered on-site training for teachers who requested it. As a result, 15
biographies were submitted over a two month period.
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D. Advisor Efforts to Promote Network Use

Liaieins and advisors began by thinking about project goals and how the
Network might best facilitate them. As the year went on it became apparent
that poor access to equipment and time constraints were playing a key role
in limiting teacher participation. In planning the Network it was assumed
that once teachers began to use the Network they would become self-motivated
to log-in and communicate with colleagues. Advisor? observed, however, that
as teachers saw their colleagues and advisors fairly frequently at face-to-face
meetings, the additional opportunity for collegial exchange via the Network
may not have been sufficient to motivate teachers to log-in and participate.
Interviews and meeting minutes show that without a great deal to gain from
logging -in, many teachers saw no purpose from using the Network. In con-
sideration of this, advisors and liaisons suggested that in addition to
encouraging use of the Network at meetin3, more structured activities, such
as group projects and log-in requirements, might serve to motivate teachers
to log-in. Although these particular ideas were never implemented, the
advisor of the science group attempted to structure participation through
requiring Network response to a memo distributed at a meeting. The programming
group suggested the exercises drum, as well as the Network "question of the
meek" that would be submitted on Monday for response by Friday.

Other efforts recommended by advisors and liaisons to motivate teachers
to log-in, included having a "lighter side" of the Network, where in addition
to discussion of teaching practice, there would be a forum devoted to "the
joke of the week" or "favorite recipdsTM. Although the "lighter side" idea
was never tried, Network staff did attempt to st mulate interest in
telecommunications by advertising local bulletin boards and encouraging
teachers to log-in. Teachers were provided with a list of these services
and encouraged to sample them during training or on their own time. In

addition, teachers were given registration materials, documentation, training,
ana one hour of free time on the VU/TEXT information service, which provides
an up-to-date database of many U.S. newspapers.

III. USE OF THF. NETWORK

A. Overview

A review of tho log-files, record of forum messages, and member interviews,
reveals that tLe NGtwork was used mainly in two ways: as a private conferencing
system for indivfeaal exchanges between advisors and teachers, and as a
bulletin board for Lab Sites advisors to publicly report information such as
meeting minutes and summaries of school visits, and as a private conferencing
system for individual exchanges between teachers and advisors. Teachers
utilized the Network as an information source through this correspondence
with advisors and by reading all messages in both private mail and public
forums.



Of the 21 teachers participating in the project, 17 logged-in to the
Network. Each of the seven geometry and seven science teachers logged-in
and averaged 1.5 log-ins per week with a slight increase after mid-February.
Within the programming group, on the other hand, only three of the seven
teachers logged-in, and the group drastically reduced their use after a
month.

The advisors of the scienc- and geometry groups logged-in on an almost
daily basis, and in addition to reporting in forums, used their individual
style to introduce discussion topics and encourage teachers to participate
in public reflections on their teaching practice.

Teachers' Network participation consisted mainly of communicating with
advisors in private mail and reading throughout the Network. Their regular
logging-in, however, at a rate of more than onca, a week, suggests the Network
did have some value to them. Teachers wrote an average of one private message
every two log-ins. In contrast, only one public message was sent every twenty
sessions; yielding an average of one public message for every ten private
messages. Each of the seven teachers in the geometry and science groups
wrote at lease one message 4n private mail, with eight teachers writing more
than ten messages. On the (,,her hand, only seven teachers wrote public
messages, with only two writing more than one. Observations show that the
few public messages written by teachers attempted t) initiate or contribute
to discussiona of teaching practice, rather than seek information of a more
logistical or technical nature. According to teacher interviews, private
messages ;ere used mainly to respond to advisor questions (that appeared in
'-orums or prive.e mail) or to gather information from advisors. However,
private exchanges between teachers did include some reflection
on t-aching practice.

B. The Geometry broup

The geometry teachers used the Network primarily for private mail
exchanges with the advisor. There was a small amount of public participation
by teachers, and communication with each other in either public or private
mail.

The advisor of the group logged-in daily and was by far the most active
participant in both public and private mail. Within the public mail (geometry
forum) the advisor wrote lengthy messages to report meeting agendas, introduce
issues, and summarize school visits. As moderator of the forum, he attempted
to encourage public discussion directly by asking for responses to issues he
raised in messages, and indi-ectly by ''veloping his messages to inspire
teacher interest and comments. For example, in the following message he
attempts to gather teacher solutions to a problem:



Mike gave Steve a problem to use in his presentation to the
Mathematics Department. I liked the problem and send it along
for your info.
Draw an acute scalene triangle. Draw the median from vertex A (it will
be AD). In tri. ADS, draw median DE; in tri. ACD
draw median DF. Make as many observations and conjectures
about the figure as you can.
Might be fun to'send your solutions over Common Ground using
whatever shorthand you can devise.

The machine logfiles reveal that the geometry teachers loggedin a
total of 252 times from January through June, averaging 36 times each.
Specifically, almost all teacher messages were written after February 7,
when they had access to a modem at hol, . Teachers rent an average of
13 private messages, with one teacher sending only 2 and another
writing There was a slight increase in the number of private messages
sent during April and May, to yield an average during this time of 16.
While there were a few exchanges between teachers in private mail, with a
slight increase after March, the majority of private exchanges were between
advisors and teachers. Although teachers were more active in private mail
than in the forum, the advisor was still the most energetic participant.
Interviews with teachers reveal that both teachers and advisors initiated
these private discussions, and that exchanges included discussions of specific
topics introduced at facetoface meetings or online, such as suggested
problems, as well as discussions of more abstract issues involving reflection
on ''eaching practice. Interviews also show that private exchanges between
teachers generally addressed issues surrounding teaching with the Geometric
Supposer. The following example demonstrates the nature of private exchange
between the advisor and teachers. The message was forwarded to the forum
from the advisor's private mail for comment by other teachers.

I am forwarding Tom's message to the forum because it addresses
the grading problems that Evan and Barbara noted earlier. I'm
doing this without Tom's permissi hoping he cloesn'F mina.

Please send your remarks to the forum for debate/discussion. This issue
is a very real problem that I have experienced also.

Bill, glad to hive you back although I'm sure you would prefer
the beautiful weather minus the smog of southern Calf. I'm
finishing congruence; kids have just done 2 lab sheets. One on
discovering the theorems about isosceles triangles and converse. The
second sheet was the sheet I o:ginally numbered 14 based on isosceles
triangle theorems. They proved their cariectures for their
homework. All went well and they are currently doing some proofs
involving a,s,s; a,s,a; h,l, etc and cpctc. We will conclude all
shortly after vacation; than back to some algebra and eventually we
will deal with specific quadrilaterals. I am still having some un
certainties about grading vs. not grading the lab papers. I tend not
to grade all of them; some I judge are better for grading purposes as
they have enough questions etc. so that everyone doesn't get every
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question correct. Most students accept that some are graded and some
are not; I still have the same problem as Willis in that the lab paper
grades are generally higher than the test grades; but I think that this
is the nature of this work. Obviously I would like to come up with some
way of weighing the lab grades and the test grades differently. I'm
still working on it. Keep surfing!!!!!

The first forum entry by a geometry teacher was on the 7th of March.
Following this entry, four of the seven teachers participating in the project
wrote public messages, with only one teacher making more than one entry.

Even though there were only a few teacher contributions to the forum,
it is interesting to note the variation in the topic and purpose of messages.
Specifical17, teachers responded to the advisor, introduced issues, asked
questions, and made statements regarding teaching with tne Geometric Supposer.

The following messages show teachers exploring issues surrounding teaching
with the Geometric Supposer.

1) Despite the amount of school work I had in front of me, I indulged'
in an exploration of Tom's problem on medians. In best Supposer
manner, I applied the repeat key three times and cot a
parallelogram each time. I certainly have my conjecture but no
idea for a proof. All I can come up with are triangles with equal
area, no help at all when one is in need of congruence. Unlike
angle bisectors or perpendicular bisectors, medians seem to have no neat
properties going for them. Any thoughts?

2) Lest week I tried Bill's suggestion for board use during
discussion following a lab
1) record visual and numeric data kids provide
2) let them articulate their conjectures in if-then form
3) proofs of conjectures
It worked beautifully! I was able to get all their ideas
on the board and my own agenda. They naturally began to
discuss which proofs ought to be attacked before others.
It was a real good lesson.

C. The Science Group

The science group logged-in to the Network 182 times, somewhat less
frequently than the geometry group, on the average of 26 log-ins each over
twenty weeks. The data show that five of the seven teachers ogged-in once
a week or more, and that these teachers were likely to read all the messages
in the heat and temperature forum as well as their private mail. Even those
teachers who logged-in less frequently participated in the Network by reading
both public and private messages. As in the geometry group, the advisor was
by far the most active participant in terms of log-ins and message writing,
although his messages were briefer, fewer, and more directly focused on



logistical and technical issues than the geometry advisors'. The advisor
used the forum to post bulletins, encourage use of the forum, and to
attempt to inspire reflective discussions around teaching with MBL. These
efforts to influence participation included direct pleas, as well as specific
questions relating to teaching practice. Direct pleas are illustrated in
the following message text:

Well, Sue seems to be the only one of us who got on during
vacation. Hope you all get on soon and regularly!!!

According to logfiles, only three of seven science teachers participated
in the forum, and in each case responded to advisor attempts to initiate
Network discussion that took place at either facetoface meetings or on the
Network. There are no examples of teachers introducing a topic or responding
to one another in the forum. The following excerpt from the Network demonstrates
an advisor attempt to initiate discussion and a to her response:

Sandy will be out soon but... in the meantime...I would be very
curious to get some discussion going on what paperwork makes a laboratory
exercise run best and what must be on that paperwork.??. What should
the student have minimally done before, during and after the lab to get
something out of the lab!!??

A teacher responded with the following:

I think ideally each student should read through the procedure
before an exercise is performed. However, this behavior really
varies with the academic style of the students. Honor students
will read, general studentP will lose the paper. I like the
fillin the data answer he question format, for the sheets
I use asking specific questions.

Log files and teacher interviews shuw that the science teachers wrote
one public message for every ten private entries. Private entries ranged
from two to 27 private messages during the twenty week sample period --
yielding a ratio of one private message sent every two logins. Whereas
teachers sporadically wrote to one another in private mail, communication
with the advisor occurred on a regular basis. Specifically, while three
scnce teachers wrote to one another in private mail, all seven corresponded
with the advisor. Teacher interviews indicate that these exchanges were
initiated by both the advisor and the teachers, and that a:though the advisor
made attempts to move discussion beyond the technical and logistical and
toward the more reflective, his efforts were ineffective. On the other
hand, interviews also show that the teachers who did communicate with one
another via private mail were Likely to combine their concern with the
technology with discussions of underlying educat onal issues.
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D. The Programming Group

Only three of the seven programming teachers loggedin to the Network
and averaged ten logins over twenty weeks. The majority of these
sessions occurred during the first month of the Network's existence. These
teachers utilized the Network mainly to read all new messages in the forum
and in private mail.

The group's use of the Network began with : series of public bulletins
from the advisor that included meeting agendas, miv.utes, and attempts to
initiate

discussion about the integration and modification of the Metacourse. In
addition, in response to facetoface discussions, a forum was adder: for
teachers to place an oearch for programming exercises.

After an initial :furry of activity by researchers and advisors, with
a flw contributions by teachers, tine programming group discontinued their
use of the Network.

E. Teacher Thoughts

Teacher interviews reveal that most teachers saw the Network as a way
to communicate with advisors between meetings by asking questions and gathering
information. Teachers who did use the Network to communicate with other
teacners viewed the Network as a way to disclose frustrations and see that
others were sharing their concerns. As one teacher put it, "it's nice to
see that I'm not alone, and that others are experiencing the same problems I
am". On the other hand, another teacher who loggedin on a regular basis,
said she discontinued her use because she felt disappointed when she did not
receive responses to her messages. In her words, "one person talking to
themselves doesn't do a lot of good".

Finding time to login to the Network was seen as a major problem by
many teachers. Intervica and meeting minutes indicate that the time required
for effective Implementation of a teaching innovation, together with every
day school pressures, left very little time to login to the Network. As
one teacher said, "it was just one more thing to worry about". Another
teacher stressed that, "it takes a lot of time to sort out what I want to
say on the Network, time I don't have at school". A number of teachers
remarked that learning how to upload and download would have eliminated some
of this pressure by allowing them to read and write messages at their con
venience.

Interviews also indicated that may teachers thought access to equipment
at school was problematic. For many teachers, the time required to get to
the computer, and for some, setting it up, was too much to fit into an
already hectic day. Consideration of both time constraints and poor access
led Many teachers to believe that home access would be particularly helpful
when trying to "think while writing".
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A preliminary questionnaire showed that most teachers were unfamiliar
with telecommunications technology. Five interviewees reported that trying
to learn to use the telecommunications software in addition to a teaching
innovation was too much at the start of the project. These teachers suggested
that telecommunications training take place prior to the start of the project,
so they would feel comfortable with one form of technology before facing
another. The preliminary questionnaire also revealed that many teachers
rarely used a word processor, and that two had never used a typewriter.
Three teachers mentioned that their poor typing or word processing skills
had kept them from being active on the Network. These teachers said that
they sent messages only through private mail because they felt embarrassed
to leave poorly typed messages for all :,tubers to read.

Many teachers reported not seeing the Network as having a specified
function. Two teachers remarked that if there had been a required number of
log-ins or an online project, they would have had a reason to log-ia.
Teachers also said that the Network was the "least desirable means of
communication", and that they would exhaust all other means of communication
before using the Network. Interviews demonstrate that each group had unique
characteristics that contributed to this sense of the Network. Members of
the programming group reported that some teachers were not comfortable
expressing themselves in written form and therefore would only discuss their
concerns at group meetings, on the phone, or with the advisor. Even advisor
attempts to gather written feedback from teachers during meetings were
unsuccessful. Geometry teachers said, "the Network couldn't capture the
bantering back- and-forth and the quality of the group at meetings". They
also remarked on the Network's inability to transmit graphics as limiting
their ability to communicate with one another via the Network. The science
advisor indicated that he met most of the teachers' need for communication
though school visits, meetings, and phone conversations. In addition, three
science teachers said that they didn't have a lot to talk about because they
were teaching the unit at different times. As one teacher put it, "when
Candy was doing the unit, I was already finished, and I really didn't have
lot to offer".

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Lab Sites Network began with the hope that the Network would develop
into an integral part of the project by serving as a place for teachers to
give and seek collegial support. As the year went on it became apparent that
while some teachers were using it for this purpose, the majority were benefiting
from the Network by utilizing it as a resource to read messages and communicate
with advisors. It ie interesting to note that across all groups, the same
teachers who were active at meetings were also more active on the Network.



Even though teachers logged-in an average of 1.5 times a week, many
reported that they would have used the Network more frequently if they had
had easier access to equipment. As it wa. often difficult for teachers to
get to and find time to use equipment during school hours, most did not make
logging-in to th6 Network part of their daily routine. In competition with
everyday school pressures and the implementation of teaching innovations,
use of the Network was often overlooked. These observations suggest that in
order to eliminate time and access problems, teachers should have access at
home. A review of the geometry group's use of the Network shows that teacher
message writing increased greatly after they were given home access. Home
access seems particularly important for a network which attempts to foster
reflection on teaching practice, as it is only at home where teachers have
time to do this type of thinking. While a teacher might have time to log-in
at school, there is little time after reading messages to think through and
write a response. Access and time pressures also suggest that in order to
have time to carefully read messages and think through responses, teachers
should learn uploading and downloading procedures.

Familiarity with typing, computers, and telecommunications all seemed
to play a role in determining Network participation. Each group began the
year learning a new method of teaching. In addition, many members of the
science group were also attempting to acquaint themselves with computers.
To master telecommunications at the this time had a lower priority for them
than the immediate demand of their daily lessons. These findings indicate it
might have been better for training to have taken place during the Summer
when the teachers were not struggling to learn and integrate teaching in-
novations.

Typing skills also seemed to be essential to teachers' use of the
Network. While a teacher may log-in and read once they have mastered tele-
communications, poor typing skills may dissuade them from writing messages.
Lab Sites teachers repotting poor typing skills saic' that the grueling and
time-consuming process of typing kept them from writing messages on the
Network. In addition, poor typing skills may have led teachers to send
privatc messages because of embarrassment about exposiag inadequately typed
messages in public.

While the science group may have been uncomfortable with their typing
skills, the programming group tended to be shy of written expression. As
indicated in meeting minutes, these teachers were hesitant to submit written
materials to the advisor. This tendency may have carried over to the Network
in that these teachers may have preferred to participate through reading
rather than writing. For all teachers, the risk involved in submitting a
message in public mail for scrutiny by colleagues may have been too threatening,
and messages may therefore have been sent through private mail for the eye
of only one reader.

Another essential ingredient in the success of a network seems to be
the provision of incentives for members to participate. Within the Lab
Sites Network, it may have been that the opportunities for face-to-face collegial
exchange made Network communication less necessary.
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The geometry innovation, by its nature, demanded a great deal of
collegial exchange. Through meetings in which the group took shared
responsibility for learning, this need was met. The Network's promise of
collegial exchange therefore may not have been enough of an incentive
for the geometry teachers to use the system regularly to seek and offer
reflections on teaching practice. Perhaps if there had been fewer faceto
face meetings, Network exchange may have served more centrally 'develop the
support group required by the innovation. On the other hand, it could be
that, since the asynchronous nature of the technology did not permit the
banter that some members enjoyed at meetings,.the Network's role in their
communications was secondary.

In comparison to the geometry group, the programming and science groups
did not seem to require the intensity of collegial support or exchange.
Spe;ifically, the programming teachers were familiar with the technology and
BASIC curriculum, and the integration of the Metacourse into e,:sting lessons
went smoothly. Communication with colleagues did not seem to be essential
to the effective implementation of the Metacourse. The science innovation
also did not demand a great deal of collegial exchange. The diverse backgrounds
and interests of the teaches together with the fact that they utilized the
Heat and Temperature unit al. lerent times throughout the year, led to
little need to communicate with . another either at meetings or on the
Network. Since this group was nolv, to computers and encountered technical
troubles, the required support came from the advisor through meetings and
school visits.

While the programming and science groups did not demonstrate a strong
need for collegial support, assistance was required from the advisors. In

particular, the advisor of the science group met the demand for consultations
with teachers regarding technical concerns. Some members of the programming
group finished the implementation of the Metacourse before the Network was
in place; their need for any communication about research questions was met
by the research staff.

The study also suggests that, if teachers do not participate in collegial
exchange at facetoface meetings, it is unlikely that they will dc so on an
unfamiliar medium such as a computer network. When the need for collegial
exchange and contact is met by other means, i computer network must provide
special resources to motivate teachers to actively participate. These might
include activities which directly facilitate their teaching work, or adjunct
activities they may choose to initiate, such as online journals, or matt.^ials
exchange. Reliance on a network for collegial exchange, may develop only in
absence of facetoface contact, as a result of geographic isolation or
other circumstances.



The Network succeeded as an adjunct, but not as an integral part
of, teachers' participation in the project. Although the Network did not
become a place for teachers to reflect on their teaching practice in public
forums, it did serve an important function by connecting teachers with advisors
and other teachers through message reading and private mail exchanges. Even
those teachers who were new to telecommunications and to computers made efforts
to log-in on 3 fairly regular basis. In addition, the fact that some teachers
did engage in reflective discusaions of their teaching practice reveals that
this medium has the potential to carry this type of communication.
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APPENDIX C

Letters Inviting Old and New Members

to the 1987 Science Teachers' Network
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December 17. 1986

Dear Colleague:

Greetings! We hope you found your membership in last
year's Science Teachers' Network both interesting and informative.
As you may know, the Network staff has been working on a research
report which describes some of the influences on participation,
and which outlines general recommendations for educators who are
planning to use this medium for similar purposes. The report
will be available, upon request, in January.

The Science Teachers' Network project will begin again in
January and run through June. Again, our goals are to promote
collegial exchange among science teachers and to study factors
which influence the nature and outcomes of discussion. Some of
the activities planned will be similar to those of last year.
We will ask members to moderate discussion in a number of .-forums,
and will invite guests to discuss topics related to the interests
of the majority of members. Based on last year's members'
interest in safety issues, we have asked Jim Kauffilan of Curry
College to moderate a forum devoted to that purpose.

We currently would like to add as many new members as
possible. We invite you to log-in to the Networt., to suggest
membership to your colleagues. Members wiil be asl,ed to participate
in the research by completing one or two suryeN/s and some may be
asked to respond to one or two telephone interviews. you would
like to continue your membership tnrough this year, please log-
in to the Network by the end of January. If you have any questions
or have forgotten your codenam2/password, please give me a call
at (617) 495-9377. If any of your colleagues are interested in
membership, please have them complete and return the enclosed
application form to Erc (you may copy thi fQrm frr Additional
teachers who Are interested).

Have a wonderful holiday season!

Sincerely,

Kathryn S. Stroud

6 "
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To: New Members of the ETC Science Teachers' Network

From: Network Staff

Date: January 15, 1987

Re: Continuation of exchange and discussion

Welcome to the 1987 continuation of the Network! We have entered you
into the system with a codename of and a password of .

To change your password, please use the "set password" command described in
the Common Ground manual. If you are not familiar wail telecommunications
equipment, you may wish to call Kathryn Stroud at ETC, 495-9373, for
assistance.

Network activities will be devoted to discussions n.:.! exchange of
information concerning science and science teaching. When you log-in you
will see discussions that took place last year (please join in and contribute
your ideas). If you would like to'see a new discussion established, please
enter a message in the appropriate forum introducing the topic. To propose
a new forum, place a message in NB (Notice Board) asking if others are
interested.

To help members get to know one another we request that participants
enter a brief biographical sketch*, as soon as possible, into a forum titled
BIOG. The procedure you follow is to send a message to BIOG, then enter
your codename and real name, without punctuation, as the topic line. For
e'ample, the topic line might read as follows:

Eileen - Eileen McSwiney

We lool, forward to future conversations!

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** ****

*Suggested guidelines for biographical sketch are outlined below.

Name
School
Subjects Taught
Interests and Hobbies
A "Wish List" for information, materials, ideas, softwz-e, etc.
Information or materials you would like to share
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APPENDIX D

Teacher Interviews, Laboratory Sites Nett.:orkt
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LAB SITES INTERVIEW March, 1987

It's halfway through the school year in the »ab Sites Project, and we
wanted to have a chance to hear members thoughts and impressions about 2

useful kinds of communication among participants in the Lab Sites project

. and also about using a computer-conferencing network to support th adoption
of a teaching innovation. We hope to learn from you about the ways that
we might help make conferencing a more valuable means of communization
both in the lab site project and in other similar projects, so we appreciate
your frank and thoughtful comments to our questions.

J. WHAT DO YOU THINK HAS INFLUENCED THE WAY THE NETWORK HAS BEEN USED ^R
NOT USED SO FAR?

Probe if not mentioned:
a. accIss problems
b. teacher priorities

1
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2. WHAT DO THINK HAVE BEEN THE MAIN PRIORITIES OF TEACHERS SO FAR
THIS YEAR IN THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE (GEOMETRY) SROUP?



3. OUR NEXT QUESTION IS A MORE HYPOTHETICAL ONE AND DOES NOT HAVE ANYTHING
TO DO WITH THE NETWORK. WE DON'T KNrW IF YOU HAVE ANY DPINICN CN THIS,
BUT WE WERE WeNDERING IF YOU WOULD CUMMENT.

A. HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE KINDS OF DISCUSSION THAT MIGHT TAKE PLACE
IN THE EARLY STAGES OF AN INNOVATION BETWEEN TEACHERS AND ADVISORS
AND AMONG TEACHERS THEMSELVES?



B. ONCE THEY HAVE HAD A BIT OF EXPERIENCE WITH THE INNOVATION, HOW WOULD
YOU DESCRIBE THE KINDS OF DISCUSSION THAT MIGHT TAKE PLACE BETWEEN
TEACHERS AND ADVISORS AND AMONG TEACHERS THEMSELVES?

4
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For advisors and teachers who haven't yet had group meeting.

4. THE NEXT QUESTION IS SOMETHING WE HOPE TO EXPLORE MORE IN THE GROUP
MEETINGS COMING UP, BUT WE WANT TO START THE PROCESS IN OUR OWN
CONVERSATION AND HOPE THAT MAYBE THIS WILL HELP TO GET WHEELS
TURNING.

For teachers who've already had group meeting

THE NEXT QUESTION IS OWE WE HOPE TO EXPLORE FURTHER AS THE YEAR GOES
ON, BUT WE'D LIKE TO START 'WINKING ABOUT IT NOW WITH YOU AND HOPE
THAT IF YOU HAVE ANY IDEAS IN THE FCURE YOU WILL LET US KNOW ABOUT

THEM.

IN WHAT SPECIFIC WAYS COULD THE NETWORK BE HELPFUL TO YOUR GROUP

IN THE FUTURE?

HELPER If not much response to the above: WE HOPE TU BE GETTING MORE
IDEAS ABOUT THESE THINGS, AND TO SEE WHAT KINDS OF THINGS TEACHERS MIGHT
LIKE TO TALK ABOUT IN BETWEEN THEIR MONTHLY MEETINGS.

5
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5. IS THERE ANYTHING WE COULD HELP YOU WITH CONCERNING THE USE OF THE
NETWORK -- ANY QUESTIONS, OR MATERIALS OR ANYTHING?

Well, this is great, thank you, we are looking forward to hearing more
about the goals of the spring work and how we might he able to help out.

6
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APPENDIX E

Teacher Interview, Scien-ze Teachers' Network
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SCIENCE TEACHER'S NETWORK INTERVIEW

People used the Network for many rt sons Our purpose in doing this interview's
to gather information in order to make recommendations to others who would like to
begin a Network for teachers. So that we can make accurate recommendations, we
would appreciate your being as frank as possible.

I. cataitairMON WITH COLLEAG'

1 a day or
more

A few times
a week

Colleagues at School Colleagues Outside School

M=MMIMENNWOMMMMODMMO INW
1 a week
MMIMMOMMONMIMOMMW111...IMMOHI.00.0=M WM.=..01AM.fNONMW

1 every
few weeks

1 a month
IMMIMMMEM=40 .10.a..1Nmmmxmw .w

1 a term
OMMIMNIMINNIONN ==.DMIIMNOMIMMO.....NMMMMN wm0.2 11.0.

1 a year or less

A. Do you have colleagues at school with whom you talk to about science
or science teaching?

1. At what times do you generally get together with these teachers?
(prompt for meetings, over coffee, etc.)

2. For each setting:

How often do (have meetings)?

What types of things do you talk about at (meetings)?
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B. Do you have colleagues outside your school vviu whom you talk about
science or science teaching?

1. In what ways do you keep in contact with these teachers? ( prompt for
meetings, social gatherings, phone, etc.)

2. For each setting:

How often do you have (meetings)?

What types of things do you talk about at (meetings)?

II. jhr JIAL IMPRESSIONS

A. For what reasons did you join the So _)nce Teachers' Network?

E. What were your initial impressions of the Network when you first
logged-in?
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III. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

New members only:

1. Did you have any previous experience with telecommunications
before you joined the STN?

Did yeti know how to word process before joining the STN?

Have you uploaded messages to the STN?

Do you download and print-out messages from the STN?

2. What would have helped you get over any difficulties
you experienced when beginning to use the Network?

AU Membera:

B. V 'here was the phone line you used to log-in to the Network?

1. if home - Did you pay for the calls yourself?

if yes - Do you think that this influenced your use of the
Network?

2. if school - Did you have access to the phone line at times you
wanted to use the Network?

C. Was it hard for you to find time to log-in to the Network?
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D. Had you ever met any of the SIN members in person before joining the
SIN'? If so, who?

1. For each person mentioned, ask:

Had you talked with him/her for more than five minutes altogether?

If no, so you know him/her by name or sight only?

IV. NEIMIBlicaffiljNICAT1011.

A. When you log into the Network, what do you typically do first?

B. What do you do next?

Private Mail

C. Do you recall writing to anyone in private mail? Who?

D. Do you recall receiving mass...ves from anyone in private mail? Who?

E. For each person:

1. What did you talk about with (John)?

2. Who initiated these discussions?

RE



Forum Writing

F. Do you recall participating in any forum discussions?

G. For each discussion mentioned:

As you recall, did you respond to somone elses message or initiate the
topic?

H. '"ere the messages you wrote in forums in any way different from
those you wrote in private mail? How?

I. Did you ever respond to a forum message in private mail? Why?

J. ')id you ever write any messages (public or private) and not receive
a response. How did you rea..t to this?
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READING

L. Did you have a special interest in a particular forum?

M. Did you ever upload or download messages? For what purposes?

N. Were there any discussions you did not participate in, but did find
particularly interesting to read?

For each mentioned:

1. What about the discussion made you want to read it?

2. Did you feel involve6 in the discussion?

0. When you were reading in any of the forums, did you ever have a
problem following the discussion? What made you feel this way?

V. VIEWS OF THE NETWORK

A. How has the Nr 'work served and not served your interests this year?

B. Did you get any tea 'ling ideas, new science information, or an update
on materials from the Network?

RE



C. Do you feel you got to know anyone through reading and writing on the
Network?

D. What did you find most puzzling about mastering the Network?

E. If you had been able to meet face-to-face with members of the
Network, do you think the use of the Network would have changed?
How?

F. What do you see as the best uses of computer-conferencing for science
teachers.



APPENDIX F

Questionnaire on Previous Microcomputer Experience,

Laboratory Siteu Teachers



LABORATORY SITES NETWORK Name
Date

Please tell us about your equipment and typical use of
wordprocessing so that we may facilitate future use of Common
Ground for the lab sites.

1. How often do you use word processing in your...

Neve:. Rarely Some Often
(once a week
or sore)

a. teaching work?

b. personal work?

2. Where and what type of equirment do you have?

Computer? Printer? Nodes? Com.Soft.?

----__-_-a. home?

b. school? (1)

(2)

01111

MO... 41.1i

If at school, is the computer you prefer to use...

__in room you use often? __in another room.

__available at all tints? not always available.

3. If you use word processing in your teaching work,

a. what word processing program do you use?___

b. do you prepare?

Audent tests
etudent work sheet

__other (explain)

c. do you often prepare diagrams or other graphics for
this work?



APPENDIX G

Questionnaire on Previous Acquaintanceship with Other Members

Science Teachers' Network
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June 5th, 19R7

Dear Science TeaclAirs' Network Member:

Please assist our research on the Science Teachers' Network, and help
other future networks, by completing the attached questionnaire. This
information will help us to understand compunication patterns among
'webers. As you say know, you will receive a complete report on this
and all the other analyses about tag' network in the early fall.

For each nano on the attached list, please check your answer on two
scales. Think back to BEFORE you logged on to the network.

Scale A: ACQUAINTANCESHIP: check one of the following categories:

0: When I first logged on to the network, I had
never heard of this person.

N: When I first logged on to the network, I had
heard of NAME only and never seen
him/her in person.

S: When I first loved on to tLe network, I had
SEEN person. only end never talked with
him/her.

T-: When I first logged on to the network, I had
TALKED with hie/her very LITTLE (less than 5
mins.total)

T.: When I first logged on to the network I had
TALKED with him/her some or ALOT (5
mins. or more total)

Terms:

"talked with": had a verbal exchange in person
or by phone, or as part of a small
group interacting with person, even if
you personally didn't talk with person.

"five minutes or more": a total of roughly five minutes
or more in your :hole life.



Scale E: KNOWN AS EXPERT: If you had heard of the nerson, check one of
the following. (If your answer to Scale A is 0, yo I may skip this
scale.)

E: When I first logged on to the network, I had
heard that this person was known to
others as an EXPERT science teacher,
scientist, or educator (in acience or
other fields).

P: ...Possibly a known expert/I'm not sure/ I don't think
person is known as expert.

Terms!

"known to others as an expert...": your
impression was that she person had some
reputation or was recognized by others
to be an expert (whether or not you
agree :hat they are expert).

"science teacher, scientist, educator": your own
definition of these terms is acceptable
for the purposes of this questionnaire.

Although we don't consider this information any potential source of
embarrassment, we still want to insure the maximum confidentiality of
your responses, and also don't want our knowledge of your responses to
bias any of our own analyses. Therefore we ask you to write your name
only at the bottom of this page. As soon as we receive it back, we
will write a code number on the actual questionnaire without looking
at the responses (we promise!). The questionnaire will be identified
only with a code number as it is being analyzed.

This should take 5-15 minutes to complete. Please mail these pages
back to us in the enclosed stamped .nvelope by June 15 and many many
thanks fur your help!

Your name Date

a
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For each person, please check one category on each scale.

When I'FIRST logged on to the network, to me this person was:
ACQ: O:unknown N: I knew by name only S:knew by sight, never talked

T-:had talked <5 mins. T.:had talked >5 mins.
EXP: E:a known expert P: possibly a known expert, or not a known expert

1

roger - Roger Perry - Plymouth-Carver School

fredc - Fred Cawthorne North Quincy H.S.

chriss Chris Smack. Rivers School

carolf - Carol Frey

robert - Robert Akeson Boston Latin H.S.

josephw Joseph Wa1

marti Marti 1

kathleen

markr

.,

bev

ral ph

harrym -

-ston Latin

'in H.S.

Brookline H.S.

A.S.

Jwn H.S.

.n H.S.

0 N s

olo

B1 ue Hit l s Trail side Museum --

serve - Arlington H.S.

chrisw - Ci.is Whittle English H.S.

ian - Ian Tiswell - Harvard Physics

skehan - Dr. Skehan - Weston Observatory

Judith - Judith Kelley - Univ. of Lowell

Jaks - James Kaufman - Lab Safety Expert
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APPENDIX H

A Discourse Analysis of Four Interactions

on the ETC Science Teachers' Network

Moir.. Inghilleri



A Discourse Analysis of 4 Interactions:
The Science Teachers Network

Moira Inghilleri

Computer networking is a communicative event whie, in

many ways, has yet to be characterized or defined in

terms of its contextial features. In the Science

Teachers' Network, for example, while certain relevant

characteristics can be identifed e.g. the members of the

network are either science educators presently teaching

in a secondary school or guest specialists involved in

other science-related ventures, the message form is

written, and members are involved in diologic exchanges

for the purpose of collegial exchange, what do these

features tell us about how the members actually

experience the event? Do their interactions on the

network appear to them as diologic exchanges or are many

people perceived to be participating? Does the formality

or informality of a message vary amongst participants

and, if so, what does this indicate about the way they

view the speech event, i.e. when messages assume d more

formal tone as say in a letter, does this imply that the

composer of the message perceives the communication as a

written exchange as opposed to a face to face encounter?

Does the format, the actual physical appearance, of a

message effect the reader's perception of the sender or

the content of the message? How do members approach one

another, e.g. as strangers, colleagues, superiors, etc.

and how is this expressed in the language?

In this outline I would like to address some of these

issues by presenting a detailed discourse analysis of

several exchanges on the network. My intent is not to

provide or imply any strong conclusions, in fact, I raise

the above questions hoping they might in turn raise more

questions regarding the nature of computer networking.
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In analyzing the following texts, it became clear that in

a network exchange, just as In "normal" conversational

exchanges, much conversational inferencing must and does

occur. This may influence both how the apparent intent of

an individual in introducing a topic is perceived by the

other participants and how that intent may or may not be

altered as a result. In the exchanges presented here, I

will attempt to first identify the apparent intent of an

individual's message in a particular exchange, and the

other participants' interpretations of the sender's

intent. I will then locate in the talk how this topic

gets negotiated and how and when appropriation of

knowledge and ideas seems to occur amongst the

participants.

The first example I present is the "Textbook Exchange"

which occurred in the Biology Forum from 2/28/86 until

4/2/86. This exchange illustrates how topics get

negotiated within an exchange based on what might be

considered the personal agendas of those who choose to

participate. Red begins this exchange seeking information

regarding textbooks and computer information for low

level biology classes (msg no. 1841 2/28/86):

Would you tell me: 1. What book you use for your low
level biology classes 2. Do you use any computer assisted
teaching it your classes? 3. Any recc imendations on
appropriate software for low or average level biology
classes? Thank you for your time!

Maurice responds to this mesage with the following

comment (msg no. 1855 3/2/86):

At Oiraimftlea,High School we have 4 levels of biology for
the 10th grade. For the Honor students we use the BSCS
Blue version, for the leal 2 college level we use Modern
Biology, :or level 3 a lower college level we use Scott,
Foresman anu Co. "biology", and for the level 4 class we

2



use Action Biology. In the level 4 class half the
students can or will not read, so I am not sure if any
text is of great value. We have had a great summer
workshop just to develop teaching materials for that
levei. If you do run across a book that can excite a
group of poor ability and poorly motivated but smart
students, I think you will have found a great text.

In his response, Maurice provides a list of texts which

he uses for all different levels of students. By naming

the other texts, he provides information to Red about his

sense of what low level means, and then expresses

frustration regarding materials for these students for

whom no text seems to be appropriate. Red responds to

this expression of frustration by offering Maurice

information regarding the textbook he uses (msg no.

3/5/87):

The text books that I use in my low level biology classes
are: At North High School we use the Charles Merrill Co
Series of paper backs, they include: 1. Reproduction and
Heredity 2. Human Biology 3. Microbes and Disease 4.
Plants and Animals These texts are quite simple and do
seem to present no great problem to the low level 9the
and 10th grade. I like them but I don't love them.
Because they are paper back they do get beat up, but
thats nothing new for low level groups. The trouble is
that they get lost more easily than hard cover books.
North High in Worcester does have a great many low
socio/economic students, but this book has been as
successful as any that I have tries in the lasst 18 years
of teaching.

It seems as if in Red's original question he might have

actually been seeking information regarding texts other

than the one he was currently using, but his question was

interpreted by Maurice as seeking any information. With

his response, Red acknowleges Maurice's response to him,

yet implies that it wasn't the answer he was looking for.

In addition, he attempts to indicate that he is not as

uninformed as perhaps Maurice understood by mentioning

that he has been teaching for 18 years. Interestingly,
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Maurice's next response displays somewhat more deference

to Red this time (msg no. 1937 3/6/86):

Thanks for the information on the Merril Co. series. I
will have to try to look them up. My main problems with
the low level books have been content. So many of my low
students are smart, but not motivated that the books do
not have enough information in them to keep the students
happy. I guess that is why we are always adding our own
labs and worksheets. We always know more than the experts
do?

It appears as though Maurice may have felt that he had

misinterpreted Red's first request and thus makes

attempts to repair this with such comments as

...Thanks....I will have to try...I guess...before ending

in a questioning tone.

Rose enters into the conversation to tell Red that she is

using the same textbook for low level students and

responds to his initial request for software information

(msg no. 2003 3/11/86):

We have recently adopted Merril's Biology An Everyday
Experience for our low level biology students. No
software is being used with these classes...yet!

At this point, Red has received responses tc his question

but it is still not clear if he merely wanted to know

what others were using or if he wanted to know about

texts other than the one he was using.

When Vicki enters the discussion, she asks about texts

for advanced classes (msg no. 2183 3/26/86 and msg no.

2243 3/31/87):

At iimmilimilM101 we are evaluating textbooks for our
"highest" level bio classes. So far we like Scott,
Foresman BSCS Blue, CEBCO, and MacMillan. Does anyone
have any experience of the latter? We are trying to
narrow down the choices, and are searching for a text
which helps students sustain excitement in the broad
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ideas in the subject. Many texts seem dull; it's hard to
compete with Miami Vice! Any comments would be greatly
appreciated; thanks!

and,

bingirmlimisais preliminary meeting to select a top level
first year bio text has resulted in these books as
finalists: Scott Foresman, MacMillan, BSCS Blue, Silver-
Burdett, Heath. Does anyone have any advice about any or
all of these? Our students in that group have a wide
range of abilities, so we would like a text accessible
to everyone. Thanks for your comments.

For Vicki then, the topic is textbooks, not low level

students. In contrast, Rrh hears' the topic as lower

level texts, however, he also brings in another topic

(which was being discussed between Maurice and Rose in a

separate exchange), that of what to teach (msg no. 2196

3/27/87):

There seems to be an interest in finding good materials
for lower level students, herein defined as probably not
going to any 2 year college or to a trade school etc.
(Not that trade schools are all that easy, mind you.)

We are also struggling with the same problem - what to
teach and how to teach it.

I think that anyone who does anything successful at all
should be listed on this forum and ideas spread arourd.

Maybe we could get a conference started on approaching
these difficult students. At least in our school we have
recognized we are not serving them well (in most fields,
including science.)

It is interesting to note that Rrh names this message

"low level texts" but his final comments suggest that he

is interested in a much broader discussion, i.e. how to

better serve low level students in general. Although

Maurice and Hose have not been discussing what to teach

to low level students (but, in general terms, how to

choose amongst the vast subject matter within biology),

Rrh uses their theme to elaborate his interest in low

level students.
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At Vicki's next turn, she continues on her topic of

textbook evaluation. She decides finally to enter into

the low level textbook discussion, by informing the forum

that she has had success with the same text that Red has

used (msg no. 2279 4/2/86):

We've tried or: -ection of our low level students on
Merrill, An Everyday Experience and it seems to be
working quite well; good workbook activities. Software
use is in the future, hopefully.

There are a number of interesting observations in this

exchange. First, what was being talked about was judged

differently at different points by different

participants, e.g. Vicki vs. Rrh. Second, it appears that

the written messages themselves do not always reflect the

composer's topic (just as it is not sentences that have

topics but the speakers who utter them). For example, it

is unclear whether or not Red ever got the answer he was

looking for because of the way he phrased the question,

what book do you use etc.. Did he want to know how many

others used the same book as he or was he hoping for new

information regarding other texts?

Both the ambiguous phrasing of Red's question and each

participants' personal agenda seem to contribute to the

emergence of new topics either for the initiator of the

exchange or those who engage in it at different points

later on. Another notable aspect of the exchange between

Maurice and Red is the repair Maurice seems to attempt as

a result of having misinterpreted Red's request. It has

been established that face' is emotionally invested in

conversational exchanges and that as speakers and hearers

we avoid face threatening acts so as not to belittle or

impose upon each other. When this occurs or we think this

has occurred, we use indirect or direct means to repair

6



the threat. It appears that this may be what is going on

between Red and Maurice. It may also be interesting to

consider whether the rather disordered format of Red's

first message may have contributed to the tone of

Maurice's response. Just as paralinguistic cues in oral

speech often provides clues as to meaning, so does the

appearance of written text often contribute to both how

the message is understood and how the sender is perceived
by the reader.

A similar case of ambiguity in an initial request can be

found in the "Static Electricity" exchange which took

place in the Physics Forum from 4/2/86 until 4/19/86.

Tad begins this exchange with a request (msg no. 2281

4/2/86):

I am having increasing difficulty getting large enough
static charges by rubbing a plastic rod with silk. Any
suggestions.

The ambiguity here lies in whether or not Tad was seeking

information about alternative methods or if he was

interested in knowing why his difficulties were

increasing and what he could do to prevent this from

occurring. The responses that Tad receives reflect the

differing interpretations that emerge as a result.

The first response by Bill is itself somewhat ambiguous
(msg no. 2282 4/2/86):

For 25 years I have had the same problem. Is there any
particular reason you want to use plastic aand sik
vs.some better way of getting static charge? Some kind of
fur (rabbit) does a good job.

It is not clear what problem he has had for 25 years;

that of geting static charges or using plastic and silk.

It seems it may be the lattar since he suggests using
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something else, however, his suggestion is rather vague

and unelaborated. Daveoh, the second respondent, deals

with the ambiguity of Tad's request by treating it as two

separate issues (msg no. 2284 4/2/86):

No special hint on plastic/silk static charge problem.
But I have found I can use a 6 foot piece of scrap
carpet, 1 foot wide, on the floor and shuffle my self- -
shod with shoes--back & forth enough to get a a coffee
can electroscope, with swinging needle & metallized
straw, to move quite a bit.

He states that he cannot provide ildormation regarding

the plastic/silk problem (thus acknowledging that this

may be Tad's request) but he can provide an alternative

solution.

When Chris enters on the third turn, he turns to the

issue of increasing difficulty (msg no. 2311 4/4/86):

Tad, I'm intrigued that your difficulties with plastic
rod and silk have been increasing. Maybe your silk is
getting old? Or perhaps there has been a shift in the Van
Allen belts?

Chris' treatment of Tad's request may be reflective of

his role on the network as a kind of unofficial

facilitator/contributor. His comments suggest that he is

interested in the perhaps larger issues which Tad's

dilemma raises, as he states , he is "intrigued" that the

difficulties are increasing. His response creates a new

tone to the exchange, one which encourages a broadening

of the discussion away from simply providing alternative

methods, The next two repondents, Victor and Daveoh, pick

up on this shift in focus and discuss the problem of the

plastic charges and the silk.

Victor (msg no.2335 4/6/86): Static electricity
generation isstrongly affected by the humidity. Higher
humidity dissipates statci charges quickly, which is why

8
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you are more likely to get shocked in the winter than in
the summer by shuffling feet on a carpet. If you can,
scheduling static experiments while the heat is on (drier
air) may alleviate the problem.

Daveoh (msg no. 2344 4/6/86): I sent something on this
before, but it well may be the glass/silk difficulty is
due, as someone else suggested, to the "tiredness" of the
silk. Not a very scientific term, admittedly, but I mean
as the slik hads been used over a number of years, the
spaces between its fibers may have become filled with
little bits of dust & crud from the rods, from hands of
students, etc. How about putting the silk through the
laundry? Maybe that would help.

When Helen enters the conversation, she address several

of the points previously raised. She offers an

alternative method which also involves plastic and

acknowledges Victor's comments about the weather factor

(msg no. 2421 4/11/86):

Yet another suggestion on the subject. If you rub an
ordinary plastic ruler (the dime store variety) with
plastic wrap (Saran, etc.) the ruler will become
positively charged. The charge ccan be demonstrated by
hanging the ruler on a thread attached to the midpoint,
and then bringing another charged ruler near one end. The
rulers come conveniently punched with holes to fit a
three-hole ( ) socket so hanging them is easy. I've
found this demonstration works like a charm even in damp
weather. It's particularly nice because it shows so many
things. You can show, for example, that when the ruler
becomes positively charged the Saran wrap becomes
negatively charged, thus demonstrating charge
conservation. Hope this will be helpful to someone.

The final contribution by Jaks provides a good example of

how topics can be manipulated to also include a

participant's personal agenda. In this case he does not

have to negot ..ate for a shift in topic, he merely

combines the static electricity issue with his interest

in safety (msg no. 2497 4/19/86):

My favorite static electricity demonstration is the
Kelvin Water Dropper. Water flows from a one liter
reservoir into two small soup cans. In the process (and
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due to the arrrangements of the parts) a sufficient
static charge is built up to cause five small nixie tubes
to flash every four to seven seconds. Most impressive.

I use this at the start of most safety presentations to
emphasize the notion that life is filled with hazards.
Many that we never knew about or if we did, we forgot.

In this case, the static electricity can be an ignition
source. If you are pouring a flammable liquid (ether,
hexane, pentane, ligroin, petroleum ether, etc.) be sure
to keep the two containers in contact so that they don't
develop a charge differential.

Use ground wires and bowl wires for larger containers.

A Mid-Western Professor and his grad student were
seriously injured when the ether they were pouring from a
five gallon can exploded. They were hospitalized for six
months. Required extensive plastic surgery. Destroyed the
lab and ten years of research. The professors
relationship with his grad student did not fare so well
either!

One question which this exchange raises concerns topic

development. Is topic negotiation and development more

likely to occur when a request is ambiguous in nature or

do personal agendas emerge regardless, based on

individual agendas or perceptions of the function of the

network. For example, as we saw in the "Textbook

Exchange", Red's request for textbook in-ormation

elicited a range of comments, none of which we can be

sure helped him out in terms of his initial request. In

the same way, Tad's request resulted in a variety of

responses which may or may aot have been helpful to him.

Did the ambiguity in each of these requests actually

serve to help the initiators by providing a wider range

of possible solutions/responses to their problems or did

it encourage responses which did not address the problems

for which the composers of the original message hoped to

find solutions? On the part of the readers, did the

ambiguous nature of the questions make responding more

difficult or did it encourage/support/ faciilitate
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readers focusing on their own "topics", i.e that aspect

of the discussion which most interested them. Jelen's

comment, "Hope this will be helpful to someone", at th,

end of her message is interesting to note. It is as if

her suggestion is not addressed to Tad but to the

discusion which has ensued as a result of his initial

request. This may suggest that as topics unfold into a

discussion they become forum topics and not topics of the

individual's themselves.

I will now turn to two additional exchanges, the

"Stoichiometry" exchange which took place from 5/17/87

until 6/13/87 in the Chemistry Forum and "Charlie's

Musings" which took place in the Teaching Forum from

2/19/87 until 2/23/87. Although they initially involved

similar topics and the same participants, the two

exchanges developed remarkably different themes and

tones.

"Charlie's Musings" begins with his introducing a review

by H.M. Levin regarding "occupational misdirection of

education". This exchange, located in the Teaching Forum,

develops into a discussion about teaching science, topics

for contemporary science, "students needs in the real

world" (Ralph). The four participants involved, Charlie,

Chris W., Ralph, and Jaks, contribute both on a practical

level (by suggesting actual classroom projects and

topics) and also at the level of discussion.

Charlie (msg no.4265 2/19/87): H.M. Levin, Stanford
University, (in his reviewing "Low Tech Education in a
High Tech World" in SCIENCE, 13 Feb 87, p799) suggests
that our foreign trade deficit and low manufacturing
competitiveness in NOT due to a poor labor force and
their inadequate education, but is due to value of
dollar, poor management decisions, etc. However Levin
states our educational system is on a collision course

.k.
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with failure to have occupational preparedness. Much
stress is being put on "high tech" in spite of there
being only St of U.S. jobs are technologically oriented
that require two years of college or more. Most job
growth is in low wage and low educational level such as
clerical, retail, fast-food, amd medical aid jobs.
Occupations which have adented microprocessor
technologies have moved to lower skill requirements than
before. That is less analytical and tech skills are now
required in printing, banking, computer utilization, and
electronic machine repair.

In addition to over occupational misdirection of
education, Levin continues that a major threat to the
economy is that educational institutions have a
tremendous number of disadvantaged students. 30% of
present enrollments in U.S. schools have cultural
differences, non-English languages, poverty, etc. such
that they do not substantially benefit from their school
years. They leave school lacking elementary skills in
reading, writing, computation, and reasoning.

How is this in response to Levin's concerns? Instead of
my teaching 108 students in 4 standard chemistry classes
and 3 "CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE" classes, 1 std chem, and 1
hon chem. The CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE would cover several
topics in the year. The only two topics that I can think
of at the moment are FIRE FATALITIES (U.S. has almost
double that rest of the world in its loss of life due to
fires) and IMPLICATIONS OF DATA IN WORLD ALMANAC. In this
new course I would soft pedal the topics molecules,
moles, ideal gases, equations, molarity, and tetrahedron
that are in "orthodox chemistry".

Would appreciate any reactions to above.
i.e think it would get administrative support?

think students would get a greater benefit?
if silence is appropriate, do you have some

Catch 22's?

Chrisw (msg no. 4274 2/20/87): I am just beginnning to
understand the workings of the minds of "disadvantaged"
students. 90% of my students fit in this category. The
BPS curriculum is deficient in that it does not relate to
the student,; e.Terience.

As for chemistry: I only used high school chemistry in
college chemistry. My advice is to identify those
students going into science or academically gifted and
teach them traditional chemistry. Design a new course,
conntemporary science problems, using the newspaper or
disco7er magazine as a primary text and researching
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topics and techniques. Heavy on labs and demonstrations,
use science TV video tapes. I.m sure you and your
students will enjoy it and use it more than
stoichiomentry.

Jaks (msg -to. 4286 2/22/87): You might like our
introductory science course at Curry. The course, The
Sciences- Approaches to the Natural World, is a
multidisciplinary, team taught terminal course for
liLeral arts students. One version is an introduction to
environmental science taught by biologist Chuck Towle and
me (the chemist). We have a great time talking about
understanding the environment, population, elementary
ecology, resources, energy, pollution, solutions to
problems not just problems, how science works, and of
course - a few examples of general health and safety!

Ralph (msg no. 4295 2/23/87): Charlie's message #4265
raises some important issues. I like the idea of teaching
science based on current events and students needs in the
"real world". This has long been the approach of
environmental education, which recognizes pressing
problems in the contemporary world that require an
educated citizenry in order to solve them.

What does a person need to know and understand in order
function effectively in his/her world? In this world one
needs to understand science, as well as the Three R's. --
science as it relates to the context of our lives.

For example: The other day an otherwise very well
educated nature adult told that the solution to Video
Display Terminal hazards is to place a crystal somewhere
near the monitor. The crystal will, she said, soak up the
radiation and protect the operator from harm. She later
gave me an advertisement for a lead screen that is being
sold to palce over computer monitors to filter out x-
rays.

The crystal idea is bunk--pure pseudo-science. Just about
any of the groups that are concerned about VDT hazards
willl tell you that the x-rays from monitors are not
significant and the lead screens are a waste of money (I
cal' 3 a couple and asked).

My friend does not have a sufficient knowledge of science
to approach an important contemporary problem in a very
effective way. Such people are easy victims for people
who want to take their r.oney and leave behind a very
false sense of security-

Here are some suggestee, topics for a course in
Contemporary Science:
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1. TV and VDT hazards. The nature of the debate. The
hidden agendas and biases underlying the various speakers
in the debate. Health effects of stress and strain
(muscles,visual,etc.). Ionizing and non-ionizing
radiation. The need to make decisions in the absence
of conclusive information. How to do this.

2.How to lie with statistics. Examinationns /evaluations
of media advertising.

3. Asbestos hazards and lead poisoning. Our knowledge of
hazards changes with time as new informaiton is
developed. Evaluatinng hazards -- when is action
required. The history of these pollutants. Iss'ies of
health hazards and economic costs/benefits. The political
process for dealing with these issues. Local examples.
Inspect your own home for these hazards. (Acid rain and
radon hazards provide similar examples.)

4. Nuclear power. The physics of nuclear generation of
electricity. The history of the industry. Real, potential
and fantasized hazards. Pick a plant for ddetailed
examination. What should happen with Seabrook?
(Antioch/New England has developed an exceptionally fine
curriculum package onn this issue area -- "Know Nukes".
Leave a message in my mailbox and I will send you
information about it.

5. A glass of water. We take our drinking water for
granted, which is unfortunate. Our water supplies are in
danger. Groundwater pollution is spreading and a number
of town have already lost their town water supplies. The
MDC water system (supplied from Quabbin Reservoir) is
said to be inadequate to meet future needs (a point of
debate) and there is a proposal to augment it by
diverting water from teh Connecticut River (another topic
of considerable debate). [Correction: it is no longer MDC
water -- the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
(MWRA) is now the agency in charge.) What are the
chemicals poisoning our water? How can we deal with this
problem? What are the health hazards?

6. Boston Harbor. THe pollution problem and methods of
dealing with it.

7. Road Salt. Poisons water
and road surfaces, and eats
more deaths on salted roads
used? How does it work. How
can we do?

And it can go on

supplies, destroys bridges
up our vehicles. There are
than unsalted. Why is it
does it create problems? What



These are issues that impact our lives and those of out
students. AN undestanding of science, both content and
process,is an important part of any effort to find
solutions. Are our science courses designed to help our
students function in this very real world? How can we do
a better job of it?

The "Stoichiometry" exchange begins with Chris W. raising

a similar issue. However, he identifies the topic more

explicitly to be stoichiometry, why do we teach it.

He had mentioned this in the previous exchange when the

discussion had centered around the issue of traditional

vs. contemporary chemistry ("I'm sure you and your

students will enjoy it and use it more than

stoichiometry"). He begins (msg no. 4881 5/17/87):

RE: Stoichiometry
Why do we teach it? The only people who use it are
chemists. Do chemistry teachers have trouble finding
homework assignments without it?

Bruce, the moderator picks up on Chris' comment,

especially relating it to teachers (msg no. 4889

5/18/87):

Good question Chris?!?!?! Truth is stoich seems to be the
meat of every chem course. Could it be that the
fundamental relationships in a chemical equation form the
basis for most of a high school chem course? Could it be
that the unit analysis techniques learned in
stoichiometric relationships are, indeed, useful in other
areas? Are these rationalizations for the chem teachers
existance.???

When Jaks enters the conversation, he responds to Chris'

comment that "the only people who use it are chemists"

and begins, "Stoichiometry is also used by chemical

engineers". This sets the tone for what develops into a

somewhat heated debate around the issue of the

quantitative vs. the qualitative aspects of science (msg

no. 4944 5/25/87):
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Stoichiometry is also used by chemical engineers. It is
indispensible for chemical manufacturers who want to know
how much x they can make from y pounds of z.

Furthermore, the calculation of % yield and understanding
the concept of limiting reagent are particularly of value
outside of chemistry.

Stotchiometry calculations for chemistry students is not
the same as pulling wings from flies and watching them
try to take off!

Science is quantitative. Don't avoid teaching its
qualitative aspects like stoichiometry. Otherwise, you'll
have students who have no real sense of what
"more/less/diluteiconcentrated/TLV/ppm/ppb/ etc really
represent? They'll have not a clue what it means to make
a measurement and what it represents in chemical systems.

Chris responds with the following (msg. no. 4952

5/25/87):

My point is are we letting the quantitative aspects of
chemistry and physics scare off many students who could
benefit from an understanding of qualitative science -
the kind we use everyday.

Jaks (msg. no. 4977 5/30/87): There are probably many
students who could benefit from a less quantitative
version of physical science. One of the problems is
deciding it's unportant enough to do so that you become
w.aling to give up something else. We still want
F who can use and understand numbers.

(ns.g. no. 4980 5/31/87):Sure we want scientists who
cln .--terstand #s. We want everybody to understand #s.

ruthfully - how many of your students become
z;cientists"? We want everyone to understand science not
just those people who understand #s. #s are simply
another language of man. We do not have to teach science
bilingually - in English and Math - Englisi should be
good enough for teachers and those 90% of students that
don's choose "science" and go into normal life.

At this point Charlie enters the conversation, attempting

to somehow moderate the debate (msg. no. 4986 5/31/87):

...with regard to weight problems in chemistry...any H.S.
student aiming for future studies beyond junior college
should be able to handle the abstractions of symbols,
formulas, equations, mole3, and weight problems. This is
a BIG HURDLE (those having deficits in long division and
with decimals have a terrible time). The teacher should
intersperse these abstractions with topics of descriptive
chemistry.
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Those students without academic plans and those with weak
academic work habits should be immersed iin a different
chemistry course - a non-quantitative, a "phenomenal"
chemistry. Problems that face the teacher is that no
publishers seem to put out a suitable textbook - ACTION
CHEMISTRY is terrible (it goes into all the abstractions
of standard chem textbooks, but in fewer words and with
more confusion). I have set up many worksheets so I could
handle the course without a standard textbook.

NOW THE BIG ISSUE - THE PEOPLE PROBLEM. Some teachers
achieve class control or discipline by OBFUSCATION.
SImple ideas are obscured so students are constantly kept
of blanace. And some students are not able to bring a
book to class, are not able to bring a mind to class that
is not encumbered by "General Hospital" type problems,
that are "bored" by anything but bells and whistles, and
attend class only sporadically - i.e. the in-school
dropout.

Weight problems are simple.

People problems are CATCH-22's.

Chrisw (msg no. 4988 5/31/87): Bravo. Euthanasia may be
the answer to the people problem or at lease a mandated
system of world wide birth control so that the population
returns to a more natural level - giving everyone the
resources they need to prevail.

What schools offer qualitative physics and chem courses?

Jaks (msg no. 4997 6/2/87): If you want to offer
different levels of chemistry and that's a luxury your
community can afford community can afford -- bravo.
Physical science without an appreciationof the
quantitative aspect is not my idea of science. Science is
making measurements on nature. Removing the bias of the
investigator. Establishing controlled experiments.
Confirming reproducibility of results...etc.

Now I'd be the first one to argue that the traditional
curriculum ought to be changed to include the one thing
that science lab can teach that will be of some real
value later on - how to identify hazards and how to
protect yourself from thosee hazards. However, don't
forget to make it appropriately quantitative.

Pe/laps we need to learn how to teach the quantitative
aspects and now to teach qualitative chemistry to math
shy students.
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Chrisw (msg no. 5004 6/3/87): An understanding of
chemical and physical properties of matter is not a
luxury. They are a requirement in our complex socirty.
Are our citizens only to be expected to understand
nuclear fusion and acid rain if they take courses for the
college bound? The fact that chemistry and physics are
college bound courses requiring chemistry is not
verification that that is how they will be taught but is
a throwback to a simpler time when only those going to
college needed to know of such things.

Look at earth science, astronomy, geology, oceanography,
& meteorology. All these could be taught quantitatively
but they aren't because the math has little to do with
understanding the concepts.

Let us not rebel against an idea whose time has come just
because we've always done it that way. We cannot allow
important information to be kept from people just because
they choose not to go to college. Are we to turn our
backs on the majority of our urban and rural students?

Jaks and Chris exchange strong ideas about the importance

of teaching science quantitatively. While Chris seems to

be reiterating the ideas he had raised in the discussion

in the Teaching Forum, Jaks seems to perceive the

discussion at another level entirely. There may be

several reasons for this.

The fact that the "Charlie's Musings" discussion took

place in the teaching forum may have placed it in a

different context for Jaks. Later, when a similar topic

was discussed in the Chemistry Forum, he may have

perceived it as related more specifically to chemistry

and less to science in general. In the teaching forum, he

mentions liberal arts students and introductory science

courses, yet in the "Stoichiometry" discussion, he never

makes a distinction as to what students he is referring

to when he says, for example, "physical science without

ah appreciation of the quantitative aspects is not my

idea of science".
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Another factor might be that Charlie introduces his ideas

with reference to an "expert", based on an article which

has appeared in SCIENCE, a prestigious scholarly journal.

Chris W., on the other hand, begins with a strong

statement that reflects his personal opinion. This is

immediately picked up on by Jaks who responds by

emphatically disputing this opinion.

These examples suggest that Forums may serve as differing

"contexts" for users and that this may in turn reflect

the type of message that is left or the kind of exchange

that occurs.

Although the debate between Jaks and Chrisw ends at this

point, the discussion is pusued by three other members of

the network, Ralph, Bruce, and Judith. Their comments are

interesting to note it that each of them takes a

different approach toward continuing the exchange. Ralph

appears to attempt to validate both of their opinions

(msg no. 5007 6/3/87):

I agree with the notion that chemistry can be taught in
both qualitative and quantitative versions. Each has
strengths and weaknesses. Ideall, everyone would be eager
fvr the quantitative approach. Realistically, and
pragmatically, other approaches should also be used.

We cannot afford to educate a citizenry that is
uneducated in the sciences, including chemsitry. Scinece
is an important tool, necessary if one is to understand
the present social, political, ecological, and technical
world in which we all live.

It is important, though, that if the quantitative
approach is not taken the students should at least
understand and appreciate the utility and importance of
employing quantitative methods -- even if they are not
able to evaluate competing claims in some critical
manner.
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Bruce, in his role as moderator, seems to push the issue,

raising more questions in an attempt to broaden the

discussion even further (msg no. 5068 6/12/87):

The discussion here reminds me of the first time my son's
pediatrician was balling out my first grade teacher -
wife for counting off for spelling. "Ridiculous", said
he, "Noone will need to know how to spell with spelling
checkers and word processing and the like".

Hmmmmmm. Spelling checkers do abound. Word processors
make the worst penmanship look good. Does he have a
point? And, is it applicable to the discussion on Quant -

Qual? Is it possible that we should be teaching kids how
to use black boxes? Is it good that you only have to push
"hamburger" on the "cash register" at the Big M? Do UPC
codes and scanners make addition and subtraction
obsolete??

What is the "wave" of the future?

Finally, Judith provides some practical information

regarding the issues raised in the debate (msg no. 5080

6/13/87:

Have any of you heard much yet about the new high school
chemistry course developed by the American Chemical
Society and the National Science Foundation? It's called
ChemComm for Chemistry in the Community.

The course was developed to address some of the concerns
brought up by chris and others. As I understand it, the
course includes a lot more organic chemistry (rather than
inorganic and pchem) in an effort to introduce students
to the connection between chemistry symbols and what's
going on in their lives. It would not replace AP chem,
but would be suitable for anyone. Ther's to be a
presentation on it at this summer's NEACT conference, 3rd
week of August, UMass Amherst. Nancy Graves at Hamilton-
Wenham HS is assistant registrar and could answer any
questions you might have, if you are interested in this
part (or all) of the New England Assoc of Chem Teachers
1987 summer conference.
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